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Preface
This dissertation contains my research work performed during the pursing of the Ph.D.
degree in Computer Engineering at Michigan Technological University. The major
contributions of this dissertation is to develop a low cost, energy efficient algorithm for
multiple target tracking in an unknow sensor network with random distributed network
topology. This dissertation includes previously published articles in Chapter 3, Chapter 4,
and Chapter 5.
Chapter 3 contains portions of one articles previously published by IEEE, and another
article that is current under review. As the first author, I identified the research issue which
was to detect and track mobile target in a chained-form network using dynamic clustering
and Viterbi algorithm. With the guidence from the second author, Dr. Zhijun Zhao, and my
advisor, Dr. Jindong Tan (the third author), the algorithm design, simulation, and setup are
performed by me at the Robotics lab in Michigan Technological University. The articles
were completed by Dr. Zhijun Zhao, Dr. Jindong Tan and me.
Chapter 4 contains also portions of one article previously published by IEEE. As the first
author, I identified the research issue which was to broaden the scope of the chained-form
sensor network to a 2-D sensor field with random network topology. With the guidance of
my advisor (the second author of the article), I completed the algorithm design, simulation,
and experiment in the Robotics lab in Michigan Technological University. The article was
completed by my advisor, Dr. Jindong Tan and me.
Chapter 5 is again from one article previously published by IEEE, and a journal version is
currently being reviewed for a transaction. As the first author, I identified the research
issue which was to use conditional independency and junction tree method to convert
the random network topology into a more managable grid-like topology, and then I
introduced a technical that was used in image processing to perform target tracking in the
grid-like topology. With the guidance of my advisor (the second author of the article),
I completed the algorithm design, simulation, and experiment in the Robotics lab in
Michigan Technological University. The article was completed by my advisor, Dr. Jindong
Tan and me.
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Abstract
Sensor networks have been an active research area in the past decade due to the
variety of their applications. Many research studies have been conducted to solve the
problems underlying the middleware services of sensor networks, such as self-deployment,
self-localization, and synchronization. With the provided middleware services, sensor
networks have grown into a mature technology to be used as a detection and surveillance
paradigm for many real-world applications.
The individual sensors are small in size. Thus, they can be deployed in areas with limited
space to make unobstructed measurements in locations where the traditional centralized
systems would have trouble to reach. However, there are a few physical limitations to
sensor networks, which can prevent sensors from performing at their maximum potential.
Individual sensors have limited power supply, the wireless band can get very cluttered
when multiple sensors try to transmit at the same time. Furthermore,the individual sensors
have limited communication range, so the network may not have a 1-hop communication
topology and routing can be a problem in many cases.
Carefully designed algorithms can alleviate the physical limitations of sensor networks, and
allow them to be utilized to their full potential. Graphical models are an intuitive choice for
designing sensor network algorithms. This thesis focuses on a classic application in sensor
networks, detecting and tracking of targets. It develops feasible inference techniques for
sensor networks using statistical graphical model inference, binary sensor detection, events
isolation and dynamic clustering. The main straregy is to use only binary data for rough
global inferences, and then dynamically form small scale clusters around the target for
detailed computations. This framework is then extended to network topology manipulation,
so that the framework developed can be applied to tracking in different network topology
settings.
Finally the system was tested in both simulation and real-world environments. The
simulations were performed on various network topologies, from regularly distributed
networks to randomly distributed networks. The results show that the algorithm performs
well in randomly distributed networks, and hence requires minimum deployment effort.
The experiments were carried out in both corridor and open space settings. A in-home
falling detection system was simulated with real-world settings, it was setup with 30
bumblebee radars and 30 ultrasonic sensors driven by TI EZ430-RF2500 boards scanning a
typical 800 sqft apartment. Bumblebee radars are calibrated to detect the falling of human
body, and the two-tier tracking algorithm is used on the ultrasonic sensors to track the
location of the elderly people.
xiii
Chapter 1
Introduction
A wireless sensor network is a distributed system which consists of large amounts of small
and inexpensive sensor nodes. Each sensor node in the network has the ability to observe
the surroundings and to process the observed data, hence providing a method to interact
with the physical world. However, individual sensors are usually unreliable, have limited
sensing resolution, and have limited processing capability. Therefore, individual sensor
readings cannot accurately reflect the events in the physical world. With the wireless
communication capability, the sensor nodes can autonomously form an ad hoc network,
where the data from individual sensors can be aggregated, and eventually recovering the
details of the events in the physical world. Because there are a large number of sensors in
the network, the impact of individual sensor failures and miss detections are automatically
minimized due to redundant data from the neighbors. The small physical size and wireless
communication abilities allow the sensors to be placed around obstacles, and to be placed
in space constrained places to provide direct line-of-sight measurements. In short, wireless
sensor networks offer a distributed, flexible, non-intrusive platform for observing the
physical world.
However, there are a few physical limitations to the sensor network itself, which can prevent
sensors from performing at their maximum potential. Individual sensors have limited power
supply. It is a common assumption that once the sensors are deployed it is difficult to
recycle for charging or battery replacement, hence prolonged battery life is one of the
major topics in sensor network research. Due to the large number of wireless sensors,
the wireless band can get very cluttered when multiple sensors try to transmit at the same
time. Hence Media Access Control is another major research topic in the sensor networks.
The individual sensors also have limited communication range. A 1-hop communication
may not be possible within the network, thus routing can be a problem in many cases. In
addition to the physical limitations, in wireless sensor networks, there are multiple types
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of sensors observing one or more events in the physical world from different perspectives.
There will be a large amount of data streaming from different sensors. Some of these data
will be correlated, and some of these data will be independent, and some of the data maybe
observed from a different event. Hence, inferences using graphical models are needed to
fully understand what the sensors are referring to in the physical world. An inferences is
a prediction made by using the statistical and heuristic techniques. It can be as simple as
interpolating the temperature reading between two sensors based on the distance between
them. Or, it can also be very complex as to identify a suspect from a busy street based
on observation. In this thesis, inference techniques for target tracking with wireless sensor
networks are developed.
Target tracking has a wide range of civilian and military applications. It is widely used
in traffic control, surveillance, emergency response systems, search and rescue operations,
supply chain management, and battle field awareness systems. Utilizing wireless sensor
network for target tracking is especially beneficial as the sensor network is non-intrusive
and requires less infrastructure. However, the individual sensors in a sensor network
have limited sensing and computation capabilities. Hence, tracking of a mobile target
cannot be done by individual sensors, sensors must operate collaboratively. To collaborate,
information must be shared among sensor nodes, but sensor nodes also have limited
communication bandwidth, hence a comprehensive system is needed to balance local
processing and data propagation.
1.1 Common Inference Method Used in Wireless Sensor
Networks
The main focus of this thesis is to perform distributed processing for inference and
estimation in randomly deployed sensor networks with the aid of graphical models. To
analyze this problem, we generally utilize two tools, the Bayesian framework and a
graphical model for topology manipulation. The Bayesian framework is one of the most
popular choice for inferences and estimation, where the Bayes rule models the truth state
and evidence in a single equation. Graphical models, especially Markov random fields,
cliques and junction trees are used to organize randomly distributed networks into more
manageable network topologies for ease of processing and communication.
Bayesian framework is one of the most classical estimation methods. It utilizes Bayesian
rule to combine true state of the object and evidence in a single equation, hence provides
a posterior distribution to describe the probability of possible true states. When Bayesian
framework is applied to tracking, the states are linked by a temporal relation. The current
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state can be predicted from the state in the last time frame, combined with the observation
from current time frame, and normalized to obtain the a posterior distribution for the current
state. For tracking applications with Bayesian framework, a temporal Markov property is
usually assumed, hence the current state is only dependent on the state immediately before
it, but not all of the previous states.
To use Bayesian framework efficiently, the required information such as new observations
and previous state distributions must be provided to the estimator. However, in typical
sensor networks with many sensors, only a few of them are actually needed to estimate
the location of a target. Feeding every bit of information from every sensor in the network
to the Bayesian framework for collective computation is not only time consuming, but it
also dissipates a large amout of unnecessary sensor energy. A graphical model is then used
to isolate the target with the Markov property, cluster the sensors into small group with
cliques and junction trees. Then, the computation can be applied to only a small cluster of
sensors instead of the entire sensor field.
1.2 Main Challenges of Tracking and Detection in
Wireless Sensor Network
This thesis focuses on the challenge of performing accurate tracking and estimation using
only a small amount of resources, and managing the network topology in a dynamic way
using graphical models. In particular, we consider three sub-problems that contribute to the
main challenge.
† Two-tier target tracking framework, with regular and irregular network topology
† Ultrasonic sensor network self-localization and scheduling
† Falling detection in elderly homes using wireless sensor networks
Each chapter in this thesis is devoted to one of the sub-problems, and more in-depth
exploration of the problem itself and used techniques are presented in each chapter.
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1.3 Thesis Organization
For each of the sub-problem listed, we explore the theory and sources behind the
difficulties, quantify the difficulties, derive equations and propose algorithms to solve the
difficulties. Simulations and experiments are performed to verify the proposed algorithms.
The efficiency and accuracy of the algorithms are measured and presented. The following
sections of the thesis are organized as follows.
Background. The relate literature is reviewed briefly in Chapter 2. The review starts
out with the basics of the Bayesian framework, followed by tracking algorithm using the
Bayesian framework. The strength and shortcomings of the algorithms for sensor network
applications are discussed. The graphical model approaches and some random sampling
techniques are then discussed in this chapter, their advantages in topology manipulation are
described.
Two-tier Target Tracking Framework The two-tier tracking framework is discussed
in chapter 3 [1]. Tracking in wireless sensor networks is different from the traditional
tracking with a centralized system. A wireless sensor network is a distributed platform,
where the topology of the network is an important aspect that needs to be considered. For
sensor network deployed in real environments, the network topology is unknown in the
beginning, and is subject to quite frequent changes due to sensor displacement or sensor
failure. The common approach to deal with an uncertain topology is to utilize a statistical
graphical model to solve the tracking problem in the sensor networks. This maps the
target tracking problem in sensor network into a statistical inference problem in graphical
model. A statistical graphical model handles the uncertainty in the sensor network by
express the sensor nodes with random variables, and the interconnection between sensors
with correlations. The graphical model also provide a framework for the message passing
technique, allowing data to be fused and disseminated efficiently.
In this thesis, we model target tracking using Bayesian framework, and emphasize the
distributed topology of the network using graphical model. A framework for a two-tier
target tracking algorithm in an arbitrary network topology is presented. In tier-one, binary
sensor data is used to quickly determine a rough location of the target, and in tier-two, only
a small number of sensors are used to compute the precise location of the target. By doing
so, the tracking algorithm enjoys both the precision of detailed local inference, and the
simplicity of having abstracted information of the entire network. An ultrasonic sensor
network was used to implement the tracking framework in a real-world hallway-room
setting.
Tracking in sensor network using clique tree approach Chapter 4 serves as an extension
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to the two tier target tracking framework described in Chapter 3. In addition to dynamically
clustering the sensors into local inference groups, it also constructs a regularly distributed
clique structure from the irregularly distributed sensor fields using cliques in a Markov
random field. By having a regularly distributed clique network, the clustering of the sensors
becomes less ambiguous, hence greatly improves the performance of the sensor clustering
[2].
The algorithm developed in this chapter triangulates the sensor network under the guidance
of a Gaberial Graph (GG). Each triangle is combined into a super-node, and each
super-node can have exactly 3 connected neighbors. Hence a tree structure can be
constructed, with the starting location of the target as the root, and each node down the
tree has exactly 3 children. With this approach a simplified network structure is formed to
apply the two-tier framework.
Large Target Tracking in Randomly Distributed Network Chapter 5 extends the work
in Chapter 4, where the clique tree approach is taken to a new perspective. We apply
the concept of a Markov random field into sensor networks by identifying the conditional
independency of the data between non-adjacent sensors given the sensors in the middle.
Once this independency is identified, the sensors can be naturally grouped into independent
cliques, and the sensors shared between clusters become links that ensure data propagating
through the network. After the individual sensors are combined as cliques, the topology of
the network will be greatly simplified, hence makes the two tier target tracking much easier
to apply. In this system, a large area of effect targets can be identified and tracked, since
the event boundary can be easily identified by isolation of the affected sensors [3].
Ultrasonic Sensor Network Self-localization and Scheduling Chapter 6 primarily deals
with the physical implementation of the challenges of the tracking framework. An
ultrasonic sensor network is implemented to conduct the target tracking. However, in the
physical implementation, we expect the sensors to be able to localize themselves, form the
ad hoc network autonomously, and to minimize the ultrasonic interference. Hence, a sit-in
scheme is needed for the sensor network before they can be used for tracking purposes.
This chapter focuses on the challenges of localization, energy, coverage and interference
management of the ultrasonic sensor networks. A feasible localization technique for
randomly distributed ultrasonic sensor networks is provided. Then a scheduling technique
is discussed to optimize the energy consumption, enlarge the sensor coverage region,
and minimize the ultrasonic over hearing and interference. Since our application for
the ultrasonic sensor network is tracking and localization of mobile target, the sensor
scheduling technique is presented in two difference scenarios, when targets are presenting,
and when no target is presenting. It is shown that the target will help sensor scheduling
even if the target is non-cooperative.
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Falling Detection in Elderly Homes A practical application for target tracking framework
is considered in Chapter 7. With the aid of an on board bumblebee radar sensor, the
ultrasonic sensor network is able to predict, detect, and alert falling incidents happening
in elderly homes. Falling is one of major causes of severe injuries and death of the elderly
people who are living independently. It is estimated that more than 30 percent of people
over the age of 75 experience a falling incident each year. It is desirable to have a system
that reports the real-time status of elderly person, and to automatically call for assistance
when falling incidents occur. There are several existing systems that allow elders to call for
emergency assistance by pushing a button on a wearable device. However, in many cases,
the falling will result in unconsciousness, hence the persion will not be able to push the
button. Other pre-existing conditions such as dementia also prevent the elders to be able to
operate the device. A falling detection system is desired, which can efficiently determine
when falling occurs and when assistance is needed.
In this chapter, an ultrasonic sensor network based falling detection system is presented.
The system is able to detect falling people using ultrasonic ranging and speed measurement
obtained through an onboard radar system. In addition to falling detection, the system is
able to provide location information and the elder’s movement pattern, which can be used
to estimate the likelihood of falling ahead of time in order to efficiently prevent the falling
from happening. The networks are connected though a base-station node that forwards the
timely data to the computer, then transmitted to the appropriate personnel. The hardware
platform presented in this thesis is an ultrasonic sensor network with small scale radar
node for speed detection. The system itself is integrated to the house infrastructure, hence
no wearable device or dependence on the elderly person is required.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this section, a general overview of related theory, algorithms, and methodology is
provided. These are tools that are used throughout the rest of this thesis. The general
concept of wireless sensor networks is introduced the first, and then inference in sensor
networks is discussed. Bayesian framework is presented the next, followed by its
application in tracking problems, and its variations such as binary data methods, random
sampling methods. Graphical model based method is introduced in the end, we especially
focused on clique and junction tree concept, and then we present some exist tracking
algorithms that take the network topology into consideration.
2.1 Applications and Benefits of Wireless Sensor
Networks
Wireless sensor network has become popular choices for many civilian and military
applications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Wireless sensor networks are constructing from many
inexpensive sensor nodes, which are capable of sensing and perform light computation
independently. When many of these sensor nodes connect together wirelessly to form an
ad hoc network, they could tackle on more difficult problems via collaboration. Due to the
large physical area the sensor network could cover, sensor network is especially suitable
for detection, tracking and navigation applications.
Compared to traditional centralized sensing and detection methods, a distributive sensor
network can provide several benefits. In sensor networks, individual sensor nodes are small
in size, by using the wireless communication capability, they can be deployed into various
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locations with space constraints, hence providing the direct line of sight. Since a collective
decision is made among sensors using statistics, individual sensor failures affect little on
the final results [9] [10].
The sensor network also has several limitations. Sensor nodes are powered off
self-contained power source (i.e. batteries). After deployment, recharge or replace the
battery is usually infeasible. Hence, applications designed for sensor networks must
keep the energy consumption in mind [11] [12]. Sensors are equipped with wireless
communication capability, in an infrastructure-less ad hoc network setting, contention
for the channel, arranging data transfer based on importance can be a problem. The
microprocessor in the sensor node is sufficient for applications ranging from simple data
compression to complex distributive algorithms, however, the computation power is still
limited by the memory footprint and data storage space. When developing algorithms in
this thesis, all of these limitations are taken into consideration.
2.2 Fundamental Inference Engine in Wireless Sensor
Networks
The Bayesian framework is the fundamental method for solving many detection and
estimation problems. Since the wireless sensor network is specialized in detection and
tracking applications, the Bayesian framework also serves as the fundamental inference
engine in wireless sensor networks.
2.2.1 Bayesian Framework Formulation
The Bayesian framework is widely used to solve detection and estimation problems. It is
based on the famous conditional probability equation, the Bayes rule.
P(X |Y ) = P(Y |X)P(X)
P(Y )
(2.1)
In detection and estimation problems, X is modeled as the true state of the target, and Y
is modeled as the observation. P(X |Y ) is a posterior distribution describes the probability
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of having state X given observation Y . In order to compute this posterior distribution,
P(Y |X), P(X) and P(Y ) need to be defined. P(X) is a prior about the target state, which
is predetermined by empirical data, and P(Y ) is the prior of observation, and it is usually
used as a normalization constant. P(Y |X) is the observation model, usually given in form
of a state equation.
The general Bayesian framework applied to tracking problems can be expressed as,
P(Xt |Yt:1) = KP(Yt |Xt)P(Xt |Yt−1:1) (2.2)
= KP(Yt |Xt)
∫
P(Xt |Xt−1,Y1:t−1)P(Xt−1|Y1:t−1)dXt−1.
In this equation, P(Yt |Xt) is the observation model, P(Xt |Yt−1:1) is the prior of Xt , which is
a prediction of possible Xt given all of the previous states [13].
2.2.2 Bayesian Framework Based Tracking Algorithm
The Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) is one of the most fundamental tracking
algorithms in sensor networks [14]. It is based on the Bayesian filtering framework, which
exhaustively enumerate possible target actions and the associated probability for each time
frame, and then decide the best series of actions based on the probability. However, this
approach suffers from hypothesis explosion, since the possible action of the target increase
exponentially over time. The Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) algorithm is
another Bayesian filter based algorithm [15]. In the JPDA algorithm, the possible target
actions are again enumerated for each time frame, but an action will be selected before
making any further hypotheses, hence greatly reduces the number of hypotheses in the
future. However, this approach loses some accuracy as it may prune away feasible
hypotheses.
Binary sensors can be used to reduce the communication cost and computation cost of the
Bayesian filter based algorithms. The algorithm proposed in [16] is a typical example. The
algorithm computes the probability of the target locating in its vicinity based on previous
target location, its own observation and the observation of its neighboring sensors. The
observations are only passed between neighbors, and the information passed is only a
single bit. This algorithm greatly reduces the communication and computation cost, but
the accuracy quite low. The sensor can only tell whether the target is in its vicinity or
not. Modifications of the binary sensors approach are made in [17] [18]. All of these
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algorithms tried to increase the accuracy by study the overlapping sensing region. The
sensing region of each sensor is segmented into several sub-parts based on the overlap with
different neighbors, the accuracy is increased to the size of the sub-region rather than the
entire sensing region. However, unless in a network with uniform topology, the sub-regions
are difficult to derive.
The Particle filter is another way to reduce the cost of Bayesian filter based algorithms.
Although particle filter requires complete data from all sensors, however, it compresses the
collected probability distributions into a single distribution with fixed number of samples
(particle). Despite the collected information increases, the number of particles is always
fixed, hence, the communication and computation cost is fixed. The detailed analysis of the
estimation and accuracy can be found in [19]. Many variation of particle filter algorithms
are developed, in [20], localized particle filter algorithm is developed. The algorithm
group sensors into disjoint cliques, and standard particle filter algorithm is carried out
within each clique simultaneously. The algorithms proposed in [21] further improved the
localized particle filter algorithm developed in [20], where the data shared between cliques
are also compressed and estimated by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Particle filter
algorithm for multiple target tracking is further simplified in [22], where a control structure
is developed to control the number of particles as the number of target increase in the
network.
When multiple targets present, data association problem is used to associate the
measurements to the corresponding target trajectory. Typical Bayesian filter approaches
require a known number of targets, and the initial state of the target in order to start
the association iteration. Markov Chain Monte Carlo Data Association (MCMCDA)
algorithms solved this problem. Framework of MCMCDA algorithm can be found in
[23] [24], where the target trajectories (tracks) are modeled as Markov Chain, and random
sampling is used rather than iterative Bayesian filter, hence relaxed the dependency of the
prior information.
2.3 Target Tracking in Sensor Networks Using Statistical
Graphical Model
Statistical graphical model combines message passing in graphs with probability. The
graph captures the topology of the sensor network while message passing establish the
data propagation pattern within the network. The probability links the measurements with
correlation and isolates the events with independency within the sensor networks.
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2.3.1 Graph-based Tracking Algorithms
There aren’t many graph-based tracking algorithms developed, and most of these
graph-based tracking approaches nowadays are focused on topology to physical location
manipulation. In [25], for example, the rooms and the hallways are modeled as nodes
in the graph, the doors and passages are modeled as links in the graph, and the target is
assumed to transit from node to node. The actual tracking algorithm is still under Bayesian
framework, and the graph part of the algorithm is to maintain the sensors (RFID readers)
to be linked in such a topology.
Another graph-based tracking method is shown in [16]. This tracking method is another
distributive implementation of the Bayesian framework. In this algorithm, binary sensor
data is used, and the topology information is only used to provide neighboring information
and information routing paths. Some other graph-based methods study the overlapping of
the sensing region with the aid of the known network topology [17], [26], [18]. All of
these graph based algorithms depend heavily on knowledge of the network topology. The
topology has to be regularly distributed and the node locations have to be known.
2.3.2 Graph-based Event Boundary Detection Algorithms
There are some algorithms developed for detecting event boundary in sensor networks
that are also graph based. Differ from a single point target, an event is usually an area of
interests, and tracking of such area is a boundary detection process. The algorithm proposed
in [27] and [28] used a threshold-based system for each sensor to make detection decisions.
The algorithm developed in [29] uses the k-nearest neighbor to group the detection sensors
into clusters, and the cluster would represent an area of event. The outlier sensors are
determined to be false alarms. A more advanced method is offered in [30], where the
sensor field is recursively divided into sub-regions, until each sub-region contains only null
detection sensors, or detection sensors. The boundary can be easily identified once these
sub-regions are constructed.
2.3.3 Cliques, Junction Trees and Markov Network
Although these tracking algorithms are graph-based, they did not fully utilize the data
fusion, data correlation and clustering features offered by graphical model. In order to fully
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utilize inter-sensor correlation, cliques and junction tree algorithms should be considered.
In graphical model, a clique is a group of fully inter-connected nodes. it is usually used
to subdivide the graph into subgraphs. The cliques are independent to each other given
the shared nodes, and the statistical property of the clique is described in terms of clique
potentials, which is usually the joint probability of all the enclosed node.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a clique
Clique tree is a tree that all of the nodes are cliques. It provides an overview of the
graph after the graph is been subdivided using cliques [31] [32]. Junction tree is a special
case of clique tree that obeys the running intersection property [33] [34]. The running
intersection property basic dictate the locality property in the clique tree, it requires that for
any pair of cliques U and V , the cliques between U and V must contain U ∩V . While the
cliques provide clustering and joint probability of a small group of nodes, the junction tree
provide a fast route to propagate information through the network, and it is also statistically
sufficient to represent the original graph.
Markov network is a special type of graph, where the edges correspond to direct
probabilistic interaction between neighboring nodes, and is not to be intervened by other
nodes, e.g. the Markov property [35] [36]. It is commonly used for segmentation in image
processing [37] [38] [39] [40]. For tracking and detection applications in sensor networks,
the target is usually concerned by a small set of local sensors, hence Markov network is
especially suitable for such situation. Combine Markov network, junction tree and clique
concept, a randomly deployed sensor network can be converted into a more structured form,
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a junction tree
and greatly simplify the collective inference process and data propagation.
2.4 Physical System of Our Ultrasonic Sensor Network
We developed custom ultrasonic sensors to setup the test bed for our experiments. The
ultrasonic sensor is interfaced with MSP430 microprocessor and CC2500 RF transceiver
for data processing and information propagation. In this chapter, the ultrasonic sensor
will be presented, the sensors are calibrated, and calibration result is shown. Then the
localization and synchronization techniques used in the experiments are discussed.
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2.4.1 Physical Properties of The Ultrasonic Sensor Nodes
The ultrasonic sensor used in my experiments is LV-MaxSonar-EZ0 sensor from MaxBotix.
The sensor range is 6 to 254 inches with a high resolution of 1 inch. The ultrasonic
transducer is operated at 25 kHz frequency. The sensor board can be operated with 2.5V to
5.5V supply voltage, and can obtain a distance reading every 49 ms.
The ultrasonic sensor provides three types of interfacing method. A RS232 pin which
provide serial data at baud rate of 9600. An analog pin with an amplitude reading, where a
reading of (Vcc/512) mV/inch can be obtained. A pulse width modulation pin with 147µs
represent 1 inch of distance. In my experiences, I am planning to interface the ultrasonic
sensor board with MSP430 microcontroller through the pulse width modulation pin. The
MSP430 will perform a timer capture function to capture the width of the pulse, hence
compute the distance.
2.4.2 Self Localization of The Ultrasonic Sensor Network
One of the main contributions in this thesis is to be able to utilize sensor network with
random network topology for tracking, hence minimal deployment effort is required. The
initial positions of the sensors are unknown. The sensors need to perform self-localization
before they can do actual tracking. Due to the lack of GPS device and anchor nodes, the
absolute position of the sensors cannot be determined. With distance measurement between
sensors, a relative position between sensors can be obtained.
Since sensors are equipped with ultrasonic sensors, they can measure the distance to any of
the neighbors. A triangle can be obtained if three distance measure can be obtained among
three sensors (A triangle can be constructed with three known sides). Additional sensors
can be added to form a chain of triangles. Furthermore, in our algorithm, a Gabriel Graph
(GG) is constructed. With only the distance information, the GG graph can be constructed.
2.4.3 Timer Difference of Arrival Approach
Each sensor node is equipped with ultrasonic sensor, so technically it should be simple to
compute the distance between the sensors. However, the sensors must be synchronized in
order to utilize the ultrasonic sensor effectively, because the sensor must know the time
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interval between transmitting and receiving. If the transmitter and receiver nodes are not
synchronized, this time interval cannot be measured.
In our ultrasonic sensor network, however, It is possible to measure distance between two
sensor nodes without synchronization. In addition of the ultrasonic sensor, each node is also
equipped with RF radio. If we send a radio signal at the same time as the ultrasonic signal,
by capture the time difference of arrival, we can estimate the distance between sensors by
solving the following equation.
Tdi f f =
D
vsound
− D
vlight
, (2.3)
where Tdi f f is the time difference between arrival, D is the distance between sensors, vsound
is the speed of sound and vlight is the speed of light.
2.5 Synchronization Techniques in Sensor Networks
Although synchronization is not needed to construct the GG graph, it is still necessary for
the sensors to be synchronized for tracking applications. There are many well developed
synchronization algorithms, we will simply pick one of them to be used in our experiments.
2.5.1 Reference Broadcasting Synchronization (RBS)
The Reference Broadcasting Synchronization (RBS) is one of the most accurate
synchronization techniques [41]. It is simple to implement, and provide high accuracy
synchronization. In RBS, a reference sensor is selected, and the reference sensor broadcast
a periodic beacon message. All sensors receiving the beacon message adjust the clock
according to it. The advantage of such synchronization technique is that it cuts the critical
path in half, the error from the transmitter side is completely eliminated, and only the error
from the receiver side is included. This tracking algorithm has an extreme small footprint
in the ram, and is not likely to incur errors during execution. However, the maintenance
cost of this approach can be high, as it requires pre-installed reference sensors, and they
need to keep broadcasting while the operation lasts.
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2.5.2 Romer’s Time Synchronization Methd
Another type of time synchronization method is developed by Romer etc [42]. In his time
synchronization method, instead of aligning the clock of the sensors via sync packet, each
clock keeps on its own pace, and for each transmission, a very accurate propagation delay
is estimated. The idea is upon sending in message, the sender would put a time stamp T1
onto the packet based on sender’s clock. Upon receiving the packet, another stamp T2 is
generated based on receivers clock. The receiver than sends back an ACK message, with
timestamp T3 based on its clock, and upon receiving ACK, sender would generate time
stamp T4 based on sender’s clock. Once the four time stamp is generated, the propagation
delay can be estimated as ((T 2− T 1)+ (T 4− T 3))/2. T 2− T 1 is essentially the clock
difference plus the propagation delay, while T 4−T 3 is the negative of the clock difference,
plus the reverse propagation delay. When adding together, the clock difference cancels
each other, while the propagation doubles, hence dividing by 2 would grant us a very
accurate propagation delay. Since propagation delay is a major part in the critical path
of time synchronization, and this value is subject to change with the network condition,
this algorithm performs very well at dynamically finding propagation delay at all time.
However, this does add on to the cost of each message transmitted, and adds overhead to
each calculation.
2.5.3 Post Facto Synchronization
This is yet another type of unique time synchronization techniques that is being utilized
in sensor networks. The idea behind this algorithm is that the sensor network remains
unsynced, until an event occurs, and adjacent sensor would use the detected events as a
reference, and go back in time to synchronize their clocks with each other. This approach
requires practically no maintenance cost. However it can add large delays and overheads
when events do occur.
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Chapter 3
Two-tier Tracking System 1
3.1 Introduction
There are many challenges in mobile target tracking in distributed sensor networks.
Resource limitation in wireless sensor network is one of the main challenges, the sensors
have limited sensing, computation and communication capability, and hence individual
sensors cannot track the targets alone. Collaboration is needed to accurately locate the
targets. However, excessive collaboration induces heavy amount of communication, where
the communication power is also very limited, hence balance between local processing
and collaboration need to be determined. Wireless sensor network is full of uncertainties.
Individual sensors usually have low sensing resolution, and they are prone to failures,
hence in-network signal processing is needed to process the data collected from the sensors
before any decisions can be made [26] . For target tracking applications, a real-time
report of the target location is requires, but when the networks size is large, it is time
consuming to just gather information through the entire network, hence local processing
is required to produce real-time tracking results [18]. Finally multiple targets have always
been problematic, even before the trajectories cross, confusions can arise when combine
data that are collected from different targets. When targets trajectories cross, new target
appears, and target disappears, the ambiguity grows higher [14] [15].
A two-tier graphical model based tracking algorithm is developed in this chapter. The
1 c©2007 IEEE. Portions reprinted with permission, from Lufeng Shi, Zhijun Zhao, and Jindong Tan, “Near
optimal two-tier target tracking in sensor networks” , in Proceedings of IEEE/RSJ International Conference
on Intelligent Robots and Systems, pp. 1993 - 1996, 2007. See Appendix for a copy of the copyright
permission from IEEE.
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algorithm assumes a known sensor network topology and Markov transition between target
positions. The first tier of the algorithm is a detection algorithm, it utilize the Viterbi
algorithm to compute a rough target location. In this tier, only a single bit of information
is transmitted, this bit will indicate the likeliness of having a detection event in the vicinity
of the sensor. In the end of this tier, one sensor will confirm the detection event in its
vicinity, and the location of this sensor is assigned to the rough target location. With the
rough target location known, a cluster is formed around this rough location with a small
number of sensors in the second tier. The sensor confirmed the detection event in the
first tier will serve as the cluster head. A detailed evaluation of the target location will be
carried out within this small cluster. With this two-tier algorithm, we avoid to generate and
circulate large amount of data around the entire network, while kept very good accuracy by
performing detailed measurement and computation in small scale.
3.2 Related Works
Mobile target tracking has been a classic research topic, and sensor networks have brought
new vitality to it. The tracking framework for multiple targets are provided by Multiple
Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [14]. It exhaustively enumerates possible target actions and
the associated probability for each time frame, and then decides the best series of actions
based on the probability. However, this approach suffers from hypothesis explosion, since
the possible action of the target increase exponentially over time. Joint Probabilistic Data
Association (JPDA) made these hypotheses based data association more feasible [15]. In
JPDA algorithm, the possible target actions are enumerated and compressed into a single
posterior distribution, the decision is made by maximizing the posterior distribution at each
time frame, hence greatly reduces the number of hypotheses in the future.
Although these frameworks provide theoretic background for tracking in sensor networks,
however, the computation limitation of sensors, and propagation of the distributed data are
not considered. In order to implement feasible tracking algorithms in sensor networks, data
routing, data aggregation, small data size, and distributed computing must be considered.
Researchers generally took two directions in solving such problem. The first direction is
binary sensor data and the second approach is Monte Carlo sampling.
Binary sensors are used to reduce the communication cost and computation cost. The
algorithm proposed in [16] is a typical example. The algorithm computes the probability
of the target locating in its vicinity based on previous target location, its own observation
and the observation of its neighboring sensors. The observations are only passed between
neighbors, and the information passed is only a single bit. This algorithm greatly reduces
the communication and computation cost, but the accuracy quite low. The sensor can only
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tell whether the target is in its vicinity or not. Modification of the binary sensors approaches
are made in [17] [18]. All of these algorithms tried to increase the accuracy by study the
overlapped sensing region. The sensing region of each sensor is segmented into several
sub-parts based on the overlap with different neighbors, the accuracy is increased to the
size of the sub-region rather than the entire sensing region. However, the sub-regions are
difficult to derive, unless in an uniform topology network.
In cases where parametric distribution cannot be derived, Monte Carlo sampling are
used. Particle filter is developed to use Monte Carlo sampling to deal with cases where
non-parametric distributions are obtained. Although particle filter requires complete
data from all sensors, however, it compresses the collected probability distributions into
a single distribution with fixed number of samples (particle). Despite the collected
information increases, the number of particles is always fixed, hence, the communication
and computation cost is fixed. The detailed analysis of the estimation and accuracy can be
found in [19]. Many variation of particle filter algorithms are developed, in [20], localized
particle filter algorithm is developed. The algorithm group sensors into disjoint cliques,
and standard particle filter algorithm is carried out within each clique simultaneously.
The algorithms proposed in [21] further improved the localized particle filter algorithm
developed in [20], where the data shared between cliques are also compressed and
estimated by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Sensor networks have distributed network topologies, hence routing data to the relevant
sensors can be a challenge. Clustering is a common approach to deal with such methods.
Within each cluster, a cluster head node is usually elected, and the information are all
passed to the cluster head for processing. Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation is
usually used to define the clusters [43] [44]. Newer development on clustering dynamically
group sensors together by predicting the future target location [45] [46], only the sensors
that falls on the future path of the target are clustered. Some algorithms are able to remove
redundancy within the cluster [47], if the sensors in the cluster have too much redundancy,
it is removed from the sensor. Other clustering methods in sensor network are typically
used to confine the computation into a finite number of sensors. They are semi-centralized
as a cluster head is selected, and performing the computation. The rest of the members in
the network are typically just providing sensing data [48] [49] [50].
Clustered sensor network can be re-arranged into a tree shape with each cluster as a “super”
node. The tree shaped structure significantly improves the data routing. STUN and DOT
both utilized a pre-clustered sensor field, and constructed a spinning tree, the tracking in
then carried out on the spinning tree [51] [52]. The OCO technique deals with routing
problem by using distance vector to construct a shortest path table for the network [53], the
data routing and aggregation is then carried out according to the table. In OCO, however,
the connection table must be maintained and updated in a timely manner to deal with sensor
failures.
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Message passing algorithm combines data routing and data aggregation into a single step
[54]. However, when loops present, the message passing algorithms would not be able to
produce an exact solution. The earlier works usually cut the loop open by terminate the
message passing after the same message loop through a network node for certain number
of iteration, but using this method the converge time is greatly dependent on the size of the
loops. The newer development in graphical models suggest to construct a junction tree on
the network [55] [56] [57], and the loops are combined into individual cliques, hence the
loops are removed. This approach adds additional computation cost, as it needs to construct
and maintain a junction tree over the network.
There are other algorithms that utilize binary sensor for clustering and tracking similar
to this thesis. An Triplet Circle Intersection method is developed in [58], which uses
binary sensor to cluster three sensor node together, and then estimate the detailed target
location using intersecting arcs between the three sensing region. This algorithm has more
constraints, but still unable to achieve the same degree of accuracy compare to the two-tier
system. This will be discussed more in the comparison section at the end of the chapter.
3.3 Problem Definition
Targets in a tracking problem may vary. Depends on the application, the target can be
human, animals, objects, containers, vehicles, or even information packets in a computer
network. In this thesis, we particularly interested tracking objects that can be modeled as
a point mass. This implies that the dimension of the target should not be too large, and
the average distance between sensors should be much greater than the target itself. In this
case, human or mobile robots are good examples for point mass targets. The instantaneous
coordinate of the target can be expressed as (xt ,yt).
The sensor model for individual sensors in the network is simple, each sensor are equipped
with a single ultrasonic sensor, the sensor will be able to measure the distance between the
sensor itself and the target, however, the bearing angle of the target is unknown. This can
be expressed mathematically as,
m = r+n, (3.1)
where m is the measurement at the sensor location, r is the actual distance between the
sensor and the target, and n is random noise. For detection purpose, we could directly
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compare this m value with a pre-selected threshold τ ,
Dti =
{
H0 if m > τ;
H1 if m≤ τ . (3.2)
H0 implies null detection, and H1 implies detection. Since both the sensor and the target
are assumed to be point mass, the actual distance between the sensor and the target r can
be expressed using the coordinate of the sensor and the target,
m =
√
(xi− xt)2+(yi− yt)2+n, (3.3)
where, (xi,yi) is the coordinate of the sensor. We assume the coordinates of the sensors are
known, and the target coordinate (xt ,yt) is to be computed by the proposed algorithm.
Since we need to perform fast detection estimation over the entire sensor network in the
first tier of our algorithm, a well defined topology of the network is crucial. In this thesis,
we will consider three types of the network topology. The first type is a Chained-form
network, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The target has the limited freedom on the side, and
unlimited freedom in the forward and backward direction. This is a simplified situation, in
the topology perspective, there is only a single dimensional of networked sensors chained
together with 2nd order of connectivity, as shown in Fig 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Chained-form network topology
Figure 3.2: One dimensional network topology with 2nd order connectivity
derived from chained-form network
The second topology structure we explore in this thesis is a hexagon setup, as shown in
Fig 3.3. This is a straightforward extension of the chained-form network, where multiple
chains stacked together. This setup will give the target unlimited freedom in all direction
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in a 2-D space.
Figure 3.3: Hexagon-shape network topology
Finally, we extend our tracking algorithm in a grid-shape structure as shown in Fig 3.4.
This grid setup is an attempt to simplify the hexagon setup, where fewer connections are
available for each sensor. However, this setup loses the fully connected triangular structure
available in chained-form network and hexagon-shape network.
Figure 3.4: Grid-shape network topology
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3.4 Two-tier Tracking Framework in Chained-form
Networks
Chained-form network can be implemented along highways, bridges, waterways, or in
the hallways of some buildings. In the chained-form network, each sensor are connected
with four neighbors, while the target is in the chain, it may transit from one sensor to any
of its neighboring sensors. The first tier of the algorithm will use this transition pattern
and conditional probability to determine the rough target location. While given the target
location from last time frame, the target location at this time frame will be estimated based
on the transition of the target.
3.4.1 Tier One - Viterbi Detection
Viterbi algorithm is used in the first tier of the algorithm to determine the rough location of
the target. In this tier, a sensor that is closest to the target will be picked out, and is used
as a cluster head to form a cluster. Viterbi algorithm is a distributed implementation of
the Bayesian framework, where a state probability of the target is computed at each sensor
location, and the sensor with the highest probability is selected.
Let take sensor i as an example. The target state probability for sensor i at time frame T
can be computed as,
δT (i) =
[
max
j∈NB(i)
P(ziT |z jT−1)δT−1( j)
]
P(yiT |ziT ), (3.4)
where, NB(i) indicates the neighbors of sensor i, z is the true state of the target, and y is the
observation made by the sensor. In this equation, three terms are involved. The first term
P(ziT |z jT−1) is the transition probability, it can be derived as,
P(ziT |z jT−1) =
{
p if j ∈ NB(i);
0 if j /∈ NB(i). (3.5)
It defines the probability that the target will travel from sensor j location to sensor i location
at time frame T . In here, as shown by the equation, we restrict the transition of the target
between neighboring sensors (i.e. in time frame, the target is only fast enough to reach the
next hop sensor). The probability value p is a predefined constant, it can be the same for
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all i, j pairs, or it can be altered based on empirical data. For generality, we assume it is
the same over all sensor pairs, and for chained-form network, this value is set to 1/5 to
be fair for all pair of neighbors, as shown in Fig 3.5. The second term in the target state
Target locations over time
Sensor Detecting the target
Cluster head hand off direction
Figure 3.5: Target detection hand off between sensors in tier 1
probability equation is the target state probability of last time frame, T − 1. This term is
self-explanatory, and it is inherited from previous iterations. The third term in the target
state probability equation is the detection probability of the sensor, it can be defined as
following
P(yi|zi) =
{
η if yi = 1;
1−η if yi = 0. (3.6)
where, η is the probability of detection of sensor i given the target is near the sensor.
For offline processing, the δ value for each sensor is computed and stored until the last
time frame. The maximum δ values for the last time frame are determined among all
sensors, the sensor with that δ value is considered the rough target location for the last
time frame. Given this location, the algorithm then tracks backwards, find the maximum
δ for the previous time frame among the neighboring sensors of this location. For online
processing, the δ value is maximized at each time frame to obtain an on-time decision.
3.4.2 Tier Two - Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Once a sensor is selected in tier one, the algorithm is ready for tier two computation. A
cluster is formed with the selected sensor and all of its neighbors. In the chained-form
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network case, these clusters will include 5 sensors in a trapezoidal setup as shown in Fig
3.6. The selected sensor will be the cluster head while all the members of the cluster have
1-hop communication with the cluster head. All of the sensors in the cluster will then take
the distance measure they obtained according to equation (3.3), and pass it to the cluster
head. The distance measurement will be the actual distance value with some random noise.
For this thesis, the random noise is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian.
Barriers or walls
Sensor Detecting the target
Neighbors of the detecting sensor
Target location at time T
Sensng region
of the sensor
Figure 3.6: Cluster formed around the detection result obtained from tier 1
The maximum likelihood estimation technique is used to estimate the precise location of the
target. To estimate with the maximum likelihood technique, a likelihood function must be
derived. In our algorithm, the likelihood function is derived by exploiting the independent
noise distribution of the sensors in the cluster.
Equation (3.3) can then be rearrange to the following form,
ni = mi− ri, (3.7)
where i is the index of the sensor i. Since n is the zero mean Gaussian random noise, its
distribution follows the Gaussian distribution,
P(ni) =
1
sqrt2piσ2
exp
n2i
2σ2
, (3.8)
where σ2 is the variance of the noise. Substitute equation (3.7) for ni in the Gaussian
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distribution, we have
P(ri|mi) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
(mi− ri)2
2σ2
, (3.9)
This distribution can be computed for all of the sensors in the cluster, and since the noise are
independent, these distributions can be multiplied together to found the joint distribution.
P(ri,ri+1, . . . ,ri+4|mi,mi+1, . . . ,mi+4) (3.10)
=
(
1√
2piσ2
)5
exp
[
−
i+4
∑
k=i
(
(mk− rk)2
2σ2
)]
.
Since rs are actual distance between the sensors and the target, it can be replaced using the
coordinates of the sensors and the target, and hence we obtain our likelihood equation,
let
a(xt ,yt) = (3.11)
i+4
∑
k=i
(
(mk− (
√
(xk− xt)2+(yk− yt)2)2
2σ2
)
then
L(xt ,yt) = P(xt ,yt |mi,mi+1, . . . ,mi+4) (3.12)
=
(
1√
2piσ2
)5
exp [−a(xt ,yt)].
The target coordinates (xt ,yt) can be computed by maximize the likelihood function,
(xt ,yt) = argmax
xt ,yt
L(xt ,yt). (3.13)
From the figures, we can easily see that we can easily construct the likelihood function with
readings only from 3 of the sensors, instead of using all 5 sensors in the neighborhood.
However, if only 3 sensors are used, if one of the sensor has an outlying measurement
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reading, the tracking result will be affected greatly. 5 sensors will effectively mitigate this
problem, using more sensors will be a little redundant with limited improvement, but huge
communication burden, since multi-hop communication will be needed.
3.5 Two-tier Tracking in 2-Dimensional Network
Topology
3.5.1 Hexagon-shape Network Topology
Chained-form network can only cover a narrow passive, for tracking in an open space,
the chained-form network need to be extended to a full 2D space topology. The most
intuitive extension of the chained-form network is a hexagon-shape network. As shown in
Fig 3.7, the hexagon-shape network preserved most features of the chained-form network,
it is several chained-form network stacked together. To track in this hexagon-shape network
is not very different under the chained-form network framework. The only difference is that
the number of neighboring sensors changed from 4 to 6.
The Viterbi algorithm in the first tier stays almost exactly the same, except that in this case,
target would have more moving options since there are more neighbors connected to each
sensor. In this case, the target may transit to 6 directions, with the probability of 1/7 in
each direction, and the remaining 1/7 is the probability that the target will remain near the
same sensor in the next time frame.
Once the sensor in selected in tier 1, the cluster will be formed in tier 2. In the
hexagon-shape network, the cluster will include the cluster head with all six of its
neighbors, which is a hexagon shape in the topology. The likelihood function can be
computed using all of the sensors readings in the hexagon shape, and the likelihood function
is maximized to find the target location.
3.5.2 Grid-shape Network Topology
Although hexagon-shape network is able to extend the chained-form network to a 2D space,
however, it is a little redundant to use readings from 7 sensors to perform the maximum
likelihood estimation. Deploy sensors in to a perfect hexagon-shape autonomously is
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δT−1(i)
P (yi|zi)
Target location at time T
Sensor Detecting the target
Neighbors of the detecting sensor
Figure 3.7: Message passing in hexagon-shape network with sensing region
defined
tedious. Grid-shape network can be another option to perform tracking in 2-D space. As
show in Fig 3.8, in the grid-shape network, there is only 4 neighbors for each sensor, a
similar neighborhood setup as the chained-form network, hence the computation cost will
be very similar to the chained-form network case.
Tier 1 of the algorithm for grid-shape network will be identical to the chained-form
network, the sensor detection range threshold will be set similar to Fig. 3.8, note that
under this sensing region assumption, there are only 4 neighbors involved. Although the
algorithm is identical to the chained-form network, the detection result obtained in this
network topology will be less accurate. The situation illustrate in Fig. 3.9 will result in
detection inaccuracy. As shown in the figure, from time T 1 to T 2, the target transit from
sensor i directly to sensor k, however, by assume sensor can only transit between neighbors
and the definition of neighborhood in grid-shape network, the detection result for time T 2
is most likely to be sensor j instead of sensor k.
Although inaccurate result may be obtained in tier 1, however, the inaccuracy is always
bearable when we construct the likelihood function, since the “real” solution for tier 1 will
always be included in the cluster in tier 2, only that it will not be the cluster head. The
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Target location at time T
Sensor Detecting the target
Neighbors of the detecting sensor
Figure 3.8: Message passing in grid-shape network with sensing region
defined
result in tier 2 will not be altered, even this small inaccuracy happened in tier 1.
3.6 Simulation
3.6.1 Chained-form Network
The first simulation is a general tracking setup in a corridor. A 128 meters long and 1.8
meters wide corridor is considered. Sensors are laid out along the boundary of the corridor,
forming equal lateral triangles. Each node is 2 meters apart from any of its neighbor. The
sensors are assumed to have disk shaped detection region with radius of 2 meters. Target
traverse through the field from left most of the region to the right most near the upper
bound of the corridor, and it then turn back return to the left most near the lower bound
of the corridor. A small amplitude sine wave is added to the target’s trice to increase path
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Target location atT1
Target location atT2
Sensor i
Sensor j
Sensor k
Figure 3.9: Detection inaccuracy due to grid-shape network
variation. The 5 node configuration is used at the Maximum Likelihood phase. Multiple
σ values for noise is applied to the system. The tracking result is shown in the following
figure.
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a. Tracking in the Corridor, sigma = 0.01
b. Details of Localized Estimation Region
Figure 3.10: Tracking in a chained-form network, σ2 = 0.01
Subfigure (b) is a zoomed in version to demonstrate the sensors involved in a typical
maximum likelihood estimation phase in tier-two.
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3.6.2 Hexagon-shape Network
The hexagon case is simulated, the hexagon case is a direct extension to the corridor case
into a full 2-D space. In this simulation, 100 sensors are deployed in a space of size 10 by
10 meters. The average distance between any two sensors are 1.2 meters. The sensors are
assumed to have disk shaped detection region with radius of 1 meter. The target traverse
through the field from the lower left corner to the upper right corner following a sinusoidal
path. In the second tier, the sensor from tier-one and all six of its neighbor are involved in
the maximum likelihood computation. The tracking result for the hexagon-shape network
is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3.11: Tracking in a hexagon-shape network, σ2 = 0.01
3.6.3 Grid-shape Network
Finally, a grid-shaped network is simulated. The grid-shaped network is somewhat
unique since given the center node, none of its neighbors are interconnected, but this has
little impact on the maximum likelihood phase in tier-two, since we are manipulate the
probability density of the measurement noise, and the measurement noise are independent
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to each other either way. 100 sensors are again deployed in a 10 by 10 meter space. The
distances between each pair of sensors are 1 meters. This number is again used as the
detection range of the sensor for tier-one. The target follows the same trajectory as shown
in the hexagon-shape case. The tracking results are shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3.12: Tracking in a grid-shape network, σ2 = 0.01
3.6.4 Tracking Errors
Tracking error for each of the case is computed according to
Eest =
√
∑Nt=1 [(xtest− xact)2+(ytest− yact)2]
N
(3.14)
where (xtest ,y
t
est) is the estimation, and (xact ,yact) is the actual coordinates of the target. The
tracking error for each case is show in the following figure.
As we can see, tracking in chained-form network and tracking in hexagon-shape network
yields similar error rates, since the interconnection scheme of the sensors are essentially the
same for both cases. The error for the grid-shape network case is much more significant
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Figure 3.13: Tracking error for Chained-form network, hexagon-shape
network and grid-shape network
because of the problem described in Fig. 3.9.
3.6.5 Comparison to Similar Tracking Schemes
In “Compact distributed target-tracking algorithm with binary sensors” [58], the authors
proposed a similar lightweight target tracking algorithm using binary sensor network.
However, instead of using a two-tiered method, they used only binary sensors. This will
degrade the localization accuracy, however, the authors took an extra step after forming the
cluster to improve the accuracy. A “triplet circle intersection” (TCI) method is proposed in
that paper.
As shown in figure 3.14 , the TCI method monitors when the target enters the detection
region of each sensor in the clusters. T1 represent when target entering the sensing region
of S1 and S2, T2 represent the target entering the sensing region of all three sensors, T3
represent the target exiting the sensing region of S1, and T4 represent the target exiting the
sensing region of the S3. In TCI, only T2 and T3 are interested, since they are covered by
all three sensor, hence the “triplet circle”. At time T2, the star represent the actual location
of the target, and TCI compute the intersection arc, draw the chord along that arc, and
use the mid-point of the chord as the estimated target location, represented by the triangle.
Similar for T3, where the square is the estimated target location, while the star is the actual
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location.
S1
S3
S2
Time
T1T2 T3 T4
Figure 3.14: Triplet circle intersection (TCI) method
When we compare the proposed two-tier framework to the TCI method with the binary
sensor scheme, we can found the two-tier method achieves better estimation accuracy with
similar computation cost, and less constraints. While direct comparing numbers to numbers
does not make sense, the accuracy achieved is in centimeter range while the TCI method is
in meter range. We would like to examine the possible source of error for each method.
The only source of error in the two-tier method is the noise in the sensor measurement.
In our simulation, we assumed Gaussian noise with σ = 0.1 and σ = 0.5, and even with a
high σ , the mean square error is still in the centimeter range. In TCI method, first of all, the
sensor noise is not considered since they assume binary sensor with perfect fixed sensing
range. The second source of error is that depends where the target is while entering/exiting
the triplet region, the error can range from very small to half of the chord length. This
introduces more uncertainty to the result, and makes the accuracy heavily dependent on the
target trajectory, which is completely uncontrollable. The other source of error is that if
the sensor network is not uniformly distributed, as two sensors get closer, their intersecting
arc also becomes longer, hence the mid-point of the arc will be representing a larger triplet
circle area, hence the accuracy actually decreases with densely distributed sensor network.
The two-tier method does not suffer from this at all.
Computation cost wise, for the TCI method, the sensor need to solve a set of simultaneous
equation to find the intersection points on the circle. While for the two-tier method,
there is only one inverse likelihood function to minimize. Hence the computation cost
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is comparable. The two-tier method result accuracy can be improved by including more
sensors readings in the likelihood function, and the additional cost is very small. The TCI
method does not have this kind of scalability.
3.7 Conclusion
A new two-tier low-complexity target tracking framework for distributed sensor networks
is proposed in this thesis. The framework is fast, low cost, and can be applied to different
sensor topology under different space scenarios, it can be applied to both regularly and
irregularly distributed network topology. Simulations are performed to demonstrate the
algorithm. The framework shows that as the network expand, the computation cost only
increase marginally. The framework can be implemented on an ultrasonic sensor network
platform to track mobile targets traveling in the network.
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Chapter 4
Target Tracking in Markov Random
Field 1
4.1 Introduction
Current sensor technologies enable us to fabricate small and inexpensive sensor-rich
devices that can be used in various intelligent surveillance applications. With limited
communication capability, the sensors can be linked together into a mesh network, hence
provide a convenient test-bed for in network signal processing and distributed parallel
algorithms. A classic application of the sensor network is target tracking. It can be found
in many real life applications such as missile defense, battlefield situation awareness, air
traffic control, building surveillance, emergency response and many emerging applications
such as supply chain management and wild inhabitant monitoring.
Many tracking algorithms have been developed. These algorithms can be generally
classified into three categories: probabilistic data-target association, binary sensor detection
and random sampling. Probabilistic data-target association is the process of mapping
observations to the target through probabilistic analysis of the system [14], [59], [60]. Full
sensor data is usually required for accurate analysis, which will cause heavy computation
and communication burden to the system. The binary sensor detection approach sacrifice
accuracy for simplicity. It treats every sensor reading as a binary detection rather than a
1 c©2009 IEEE. Portions reprinted with permission, from Lufeng Shi, Jindong Tan, and Zhijun Zhao, “Target
tracking in sensor networks using statistical graphical models” , in Proceedings of IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Biomimetics, pp. 2050 - 2055, 2009. See Appendix for a copy of the copyright
permission from IEEE.
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ranging estimation, and follows the target by clustering and analyzing the target transition
probabilistically. There are many cluster based algorithms developed with binary sensors
[26], [61], [62]. Random sampling can be considered an extension to the probabilistic
data-target association. Its essence is still measurement to target association. The
typical ones includes Particle filtering and Markov Chain Monte Carlo Data Association
(MCMCDA) [20], [19], [63], [64]. These approaches use random samples to represent
probabilistic distributions when analytical solutions cannot be found for the classic
estimation approach.
Most of these existing algorithms are reincarnation of known centralized algorithms in
distributed fashion. Although they may be implemented in a distributed fashion, network
topology, scalability and data fusion are rarely considered. It can be easily shown that the
complexity of some algorithms increase exponentially as the size of the network grows. At
the same time, most of these algorithms are not truly distributed. They do not aggregate data
while propagating, but rather, the data is transferred to a central processor or a cluster head
to be processed. In many cases, the direct links between data collectors and cluster heads
are assumed. This assumption reduces the need for information forwarding management,
however, it is not realistic in real networks with complex topologies.
In this thesis, a graph based tracking algorithm is developed. The algorithm effectively
associates the topology of the sensor network to a statistical graphical model. This
graphical model not only well captures the characteristics of the network topology, but
also enables the use of mature graph theory techniques to perform data fusion and make
inferences in the sensor network. In our algorithm, the network is triangulated into three
nodes cliques, thus reduces the complex, loopy random distributed sensor network into a
simple, loop free clique tree. Belief propagation is applied to this clique tree to compute a
joint probability distribution, the target location is discovered by maximize the distribution.
Belief propagation is a two-way message passing algorithm, which not only manages the
information propagation on the clique tree, but also enable each clique to perform partial
calculates in order to obtain the final result.
4.2 Related Works
Many of the existing tracking algorithms are reviewed in this section for comparison.
Classic tracking algorithms including Multiple Hypotheses Tracking (MHT), Joint
Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA), binary sensor detection, particle methods and graph
based methods are studied.
Multiple Hypotheses Tracking (MHT) algorithm is one of the earlier methods for solving
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data association problems. This algorithm exhaustively enumerates out all possible
locations of the target, and computes the associated probability to each of these hypotheses.
Decision will be made in the end based on probability distribution of the hypotheses.
During the process, all hypotheses are kept for delayed decision, which means the number
of hypothesis increase exponentially over time, hence will cause heavy computation and
communication burden. The delayed decision is also not suitable for real time processing.
Detailed MHT algorithm description can be find in [14], [65]. This approach is usually
infeasible to implement due to the exponential growth of the number of hypotheses.
Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) described in [59] is a variation of the MHT
algorithm. It still enumerates out all possibilities of the target, however, the decision is
made at each time period and other hypotheses are discarded. This will effectively control
the growth of the number of hypotheses. A detailed tutorial on JPDA in multiple target
tracking is given in [60], where the hypotheses collapse into a single posterior distribution
function at each time frame. The tracking problem is formulated into an iterative, two step
Bayesian filtering process. The first step predicts the future state of the target with known
target dynamics, the second step updates the predicted state with the new measurements.
The limitation of JPDA is that the number of targets has to be fixed and known in advance.
There are some variations to the JPDA algorithm available, which allow number of targets
change during the process [66]. However, the change rate is strictly limited to at most one
target per time frame.
Binary sensors are used to reduce the computation complexity, and communication load.
Each sensor only needs to report single bit information about on the presence of the target.
However, since only the binary readings are used, the result can only reflect the location
of the nearest sensor to the target. Viterbi algorithm is used in [62] is a typical application
of binary sensor in target tracking. It assumes binary sensors with disjoint sensing regions.
It calculates a discrete probability mass distribution functions over all sensors, and select
the sensor location with the maximum probability as the tracking result. In this case, the
sensor reading is used as a weight, i.e. detection indicates higher weight on the sensor
while non-detection means lower weight, rather than computing the range of the target
for non-binary sensors. While still assuming binary sensors, researchers make use of the
topology of the sensor network to refine the target location through clustering [26], [17].
For example, In [17], the author finds the union of the sensing regions of all the detecting
sensors, and subtract it from the union of sensing region of all the non-detecting sensors,
and claim the target is located inside the resulted region. Other cluster based algorithm such
as Voronoi diagram described in [61], and weight based system described in [67] were also
developed. This does improves the tracking accuracy, but the improvement is minor.
In ideal cases, where unknowns can be modeled by parametric distributions such as
Gaussian or Poisson, MHT and JPDA will always provide good tracking result. In reality,
however, analytical solution is not always feasible. Sample based algorithms are developed
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to provide numerical solutions. Particle filtering algorithm, also known as sequential Monte
Carlo algorithm, is a typical example of sample based algorithms. It can be considered as an
extension of JPDA approaches. Particle filter conducts regular two step Bayesian filtering
process with non-parametric distribution functions. The distribution function is represented
by a number of sample points with associated weights. In cases where analytical solution
cannot be found, this approach produces good approximation with relatively low cost [20],
[19].
MCMCDA is another data association approach using particle method. In MCMCDA, a
stationary Markov chain is assumed which ensures the temporal independence and the time
invariant. Association hypothesis are still made, however, the hypothesis are selected at
random, and evaluated by comparison with the random samples generated from a proposal
function [22], [15]. According to the result, hypotheses may be accepted, discarded or
modified. The algorithm loops through these hypotheses making, selecting and altering
over all measurements and decide an acceptable association pattern. In terms of tracking
these steps are reflected as the birth, death, split and union of target tracks, examples can be
found in [63], [64]. The MCMCDA uses random sampling strategy to evaluate hypotheses
while in MHT, all hypotheses are exhaustively computed and evaluated. Thus, MCMCDA
has indeed improved the MHT approaches in the sense of avoiding hypotheses explosions,
but this algorithm loses the optimality of the MHT. Since it still makes delayed decision,
it is improper for obtaining timely information about the target, thus not suitable for a real
time tracking system.
Graphical model and message passing algorithms has been used in visual tracking
applications [68], [69]. A general framework in solving Bayesian inference problem for
visual tracking under non-linear, non-Gaussian situations is developed in [68]. It provides
a numerical solution to an analytically infeasible problem. It is an image processing
technique rather than following an object in a physical sensor network. The Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN) model is constructed using the transition of the states in the
image rather than capture the topology of a sensor network. The inferences are made using
the standard two step prediction-update Bayesian filter. In [69], although a few cameras are
used to collect data, but they are used just to provided a broader view, rather than forming a
physical network, hence the graphical model is still not a reflection of the physical network
topology. Since this paper focuses on tracking the position of football players on a football
field, the vertices on graphical model are the possible positions of the players and links are
the possibility of transition between these positions. Both of the algorithms are addressing
image processing techniques rather than data fusion in a physical sensor network. In this
thesis, the graphical model is used to capture the topology of a physical sensor network,
and the inference algorithm is used to process data while propagation.
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4.3 Problem Formulation
To effectively track a target in sensor network, the network needs to be localized and
synchronized. The sensors should be able to measure the rough distance between the
sensor and the target. The measurement model can be formulated as a Gaussian distribution
centered at the measured location. At each time frame, with multiple sensors detecting
the same target, we compute a joint probability distribution of these sensors using a joint
Gaussian distribution model:
p(x) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
(x−m)TC−1(x−m)
)
(4.1)
where, m is the vector of different sensor measurement, and C is the covariance matrix. The
location of the target at this time frame can be inferred by maximizing this joint distribution.
Making inference on a random distributed network is very complicated. Fig. 4.1
demonstrates such challenge, the sensors in the two circles may be observing two different
targets, or they may be looking at the same target just at two different times. How to
associate the data generated in the two circles is always challenging. When the two circles
get close enough so that they overlap, the relations between the sensor measurements
become more ambiguous. With a moving target, the group of sensor that detects the
target is dynamic, in randomly distributed topologies, this change cannot be predicted. In
summary, there are two major challenges needed to be addressed to conduct high accuracy
target tracking in sensor networks using graphical model. First challenge is to organize the
randomly distributed network topology into a manageable structure. The second challenge
is to be able to make inference while passing the data.
Belief propagation on a clique tree is a good solution to both of the challenges. Clique
tree algorithm organizes the randomly distributed sensors into a tree structure, while belief
propagation fuses data into a joint distribution while passing information on this tree
structure.
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Figure 4.1: Challenges in random distributed sensor networks
4.4 Algorithm Formulation
On a clique tree, the interconnected sensors are represented with a single “super” node
called cliques, and the cliques are linked together into a tree structure. This not only
simplifies the graph topology by representing the original one with fewer nodes, but also
eliminates loops in the topology. It is essential for message passing algorithms to make
exact inference and converge in finite times. Fig. 4.2 is an example of the construction
of a clique tree. The figure showed 3 possible ways to construct the clique tree, and they
are equally valid. In practice, however, the last configuration is often used. If the first two
configurations are used, then for a target to transit directly between two cliques, it will have
to pass exactly through the node in the middle, which is statistically impossible.
Each clique is modeled by the joint probability distribution of the nodes the clique contains.
This joint probability is usually called clique potential. It can be computed according to
Hammersley-Clifford theorem:
p(x) =∏
i∈V
ψi(xi)) ∏
(i, j)∈E
ψi j(xi,x j). (4.2)
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(b) Alternative clique tree structure
Figure 4.2: Example of network topology and associated clique trees
where, ψi(xi) is the node potential, ψi j(xi,x j) is the link potential, V is the set of vertices,
and E are the set of edges.
With clique tree structure set up, message passing algorithm can be applied to make exact
inference in the network. The message initiate at the leaf node using the leaf node potential.
The message is passed up to its parent. The parent convolute the message received with its
local potential and forward link potential to generate a new message, and this new message
is passed up to the upper layer. A marginal probability distribution can also be computed
upon receiving the message. The equations are:
mi→ j(x j) =
∫
ψi j(xi,x j)ψi(xi)mk→ j(xi)dxi (4.3)
and
pi(xi) ∝ ψi(xi)mk→i(xi) (4.4)
where equation 4.3 calculates the message to be passed to the parent, and equation 4.4
calculate the local marginal. k, i, j are node indices, and their relation is that k is the child
of i and i is the child of j, thus the message is passed from k to i, then from i to j.
In this thesis, we are particularly interested at tracking in two types of network topology.
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Figure 4.3: Clique trees for uniform and non-uniform chained-form regions
First type is a chained-form network, the sensors are distributed along a narrow corridor, as
shown in Fig. 4.3. This type of topology suits many of the real world situations including
tunnels, bridges, canals, and many other narrow passages. The second structure we
considered is a 2-D randomly distributed sensor field, as shown in Fig. 4.1. This structure
best suits the applications in an open area, such as rooms, city square, or battlefield.
4.4.1 Chained-form network
chained-form network can be considered a special case of 2-D networks, where as it has
unlimited freedom in forward and backward directions, and the movement in other two
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directions are restrained. In chained-form networks, the triangulation comes naturally as
shown in fig. 4.3(a). In fact, even if the sensors are not laid out uniformly, the chain
remains, and the clique can be constructed exactly the same way. Fig. 4.3(b) demonstrates
such a situation.
4.4.1.1 Node and link potential
In order to do belief propagation, we have to define the node potential and link potential.
Since we have assume the sensors have a joint Gaussian distribution, the single node
potential can be formulated as a regular Gaussian distribution
ψi(xi) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
C−1ii (xi−mi)2
)
. (4.5)
The link potential can be formulated in a similar fashion in terms of the covariance matrix
ψi j(xi,x j) = exp
(−xiCi jx j) (4.6)
4.4.1.2 Message passing
The framework of message passing is described in equation 4.3 and 4.4. In our particular
case, since we have a clique tree structure, each node on the tree represents a clique, rather
than a single sensor. The clique potential can be obtained using the Hammersley-Clifford
theorem:
ψCl(xCl) =
1
Z ∏i∈Cl
ψi(xi)∏
i j∈E
ψi j(xi,x j) (4.7)
where the node potential and link potential are defined in equation 4.5 and 4.6.
Link potential for clique tree is another important factor in message passing algorithms.
However, the link potential between cliques is somewhat different from the link potential
between two sensor nodes. In the physical network, the link potential between sensors is
highly dependent on the physical distance between them. In the clique tree constructed,
the link between cliques does not contain any distance information, but rather represent
transition between cliques. In this thesis, we assume the link potential between cliques to
be unity, meaning the target is equal likely to transit into the vicinity any of the neighboring
cliques.
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4.4.1.3 Inferences on clique tree
Once the joint distribution is obtained with the message passing algorithm, the target
location can be inferred. The sensors are assumed to measure distance, and the distance can
be represented by an (x,y) coordinate by substitute in d =
√
(x− xi)2+(y− yi)2, where d
is the distance, (x,y) are the coordinate of the target and (xi,yi) are the coordinate of the
sensor (i). A argmax operator can be used to find the best target location in this time frame.
In centralized system, this maximization process can be carried out easily using Newton’s
method or the steepest decent method. However, for a distributed system, the central
processor that contains all of the information does not exist. Luckily, with a small
modification of the message passing framework, a distributed way of maximization can
be found. At each leaf clique, instead of passing the entire clique potential as a distribution
function, the clique potential is locally maximized, and a so called maximum message is
generated and passed to the upper layer.
mi→ j(x j) = max
xi
(
ψi j(xi,x j)ψi(xi)mk→ j(xi)
)
. (4.8)
Upon receiving this maximum message, each of the cliques will calculate their local
maximum, and use it to generate the out-going messages
x∗i = argmaxxi
(
ψi(xi) ∏
k∈NB(i)
mk→i(xi)
)
. (4.9)
Once the maximum message reaches the root of the clique tree, each clique should have
a local maximum value ready, and this value is passed back from the root to the leaves.
Comparison is done on the way back to find the global maximum value. This is also known
as the max-product algorithm on trees [70].
4.4.2 Random distributed network
In random distributed networks, the formulation of the clique potentials and the frame
work for the message passing algorithms are exactly the same as the chained-form network.
The only difference is to that the clique tree structure is not obvious as the chained-form
network. The challenge in the random distributed network is to build this clique tree
structure.
In this thesis, we take a dynamic approach to build up the chain shape in the sensor network.
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Assume the initial location of the target and the Delaunay triangles of the network are
known. At next time frame, the three neighboring triangles that share edges with this
starting triangle are included into the group, thus we have a small clique tree with 4 cliques.
Inference is made on this small tree, and the target is localized in a particular triangle, and in
the neighbors that share edges with this triangle will be included in the clique tree in future
time frames. In here, neighbors of a triangle imply the three triangles that are sharing lateral
with it. The algorithm is shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for constructing clique tree in random network
j =Current_Target_Location
Chain_Region = [ j]
for time = 1 to Tmax do
for i ∈ DelaunayTriangles do
if i is NB( j) then
Chain_Region = [Chain_Region, i]
end if
end for
Apply message passing inference on Chain_Region
j = New_Target_Location
end for
The size of the clique tree grows as the time increases, at each time frame, at most two new
cliques will be included into the clique tree. Fig. 4.4 demonstrate a constructed clique tree
structure in a random distributed network. This clique tree building process is automated
in the simulation.
Note that the clique tree shown in fig. 4.4 is similar to the chained-form network shown in
previous sections but not entirely the same. In the chained-form network, the clique tree
appears to be a one-dimensional line, while in this case the tree has branches. With these
branches, a node will have to gather the message from all its children to construct its own
message to its parent. The message formulation for a typical node with two branches will
be changed into the following form
mi→ j(x j) = max
xi
(
ψi j(xi,x j)ψi(xi) ∏
k∈NB(i)\ j
mk→ j(xi)
)
(4.10)
where j is the parent of i, and k are the neighbors of i exclude j. The message node i pass
to node j includes the product of the messages from all of i’s children.
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Figure 4.4: Corridor obtained in a random distributed network
4.5 Simulation
We evaluated the performance of this graph based tracking algorithm by simulations. Three
situations were considered, tracking in the corridor case with uniformly distributed sensors,
in the corridor with non-uniform distributed sensors and in a random distributed sensor
networks. In addition to construct the target trajectory, the estimation error was computed
according to
Eest =
∑Nt=1
√
[(x(t)− xact(t))2+(y(t)− yact(t))2]
N
, (4.11)
where (x(t),y(t)) is the estimation result at time t, and (xact(t),yact(t)) is the actual
coordinates of the target.
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4.5.1 Uniform Corridor
In this simulation, 100 sensors were evenly distributed along the two boundaries of a
2-meter by 100-meter rectangular region. A zero mean Gaussian measurement noise with
variance of 0.1 was applied to the measures. The target follows a sinusoid path originated
from the lower left corner of the corridor to the upper right corner. The tracking result is
shown in fig. 4.5(a). The circles along the two boundaries are sensor nodes, the thick solid
line is the actual trajectory of the target, and the dashed line is the estimated trajectory. The
estimation error of the estimation is calculated according to equation 4.11, the error comes
out to be 0.0734. The average estimation error is merely 7 centimeters.
4.5.2 Non-uniform Corridor
In the second, the same setup was used. The only difference is that the sensors were
not equally spaced along the two boundaries. The sensor model and the target trajectory
remains the same. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the tracking result. The estimation error come out
to be 0.0748, which is approximately the same as the uniform corridor case. This further
proves that under the clique tree structure, the non-uniform corridor behaves exactly the
same ways as uniform corridor.
4.5.3 Random sensor field
In the randomly distributed sensor field, 100 sensors were randomly distributed in a
20-meter by 20-meter region. All other conditions were held exactly the same. In order
to evaluate the robustness of the algorithm, there is a 10% failure chance applied to each
sensor (i.e. for 10% of the time, the sensor will completely ignore the target). Two different
noise level were applied, they were 0.1 and 0.5. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6, where
Fig. 4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(b) are the tracking results for the two different noise levels. The
estimation error is calculated according to equation 4.11 and plotted in fig. 4.7.
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(a) Uniform distributed corridor
(b) Non-uniform distributed corridor
Figure 4.5: Tracking result for uniform and non-uniform chained-form
regions
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(b) Tracking result with high noise level, σ = 0.5
Figure 4.6: Tracking result in random distributed networks and associated
clique tree
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(a) Estimation error with low noise level, σ = 0.1
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(b) Estimation error with high noise level, σ = 0.5
Figure 4.7: Estimation error for random distributed sensor network
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4.6 Conclusion
We have proposed a new distributed target tracking algorithm for sensor network using
statistical graphical model. It addresses challenges including triangulate random distributed
network into a chained-form, derive the clique tree and compute MAP estimation using
message passing. Simulations have been conducted to study its performance. The
algorithm proves to be less computational intensive, low cost and robust.
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Chapter 5
Target Tracking with Grid-like Network
Topology 1
5.1 Introduction
Sensor network has found its way into many real world applications such as surveillance,
traffic control, emergency response systems, and supply chain management systems. The
core technology of the these systems is the tracking algorithm, finding a good tracking
algorithm not only enhance the tracking accuracy, lower the computation cost, but also
enables the system to perform target behavior analysis. There are usually two types of
interested targets in tracking problems, the small target and the large target. The small
target is usually assumed to be a small object that can be modeled as a point mass. When
the small target is not moving, it is represented by a single Cartesian coordinate. When the
target moves, it produces a continuous trajectory line. The large target is an area of events
that cannot be considered as point mass, nor can it be accurately modeled by a coordinate.
The area of events can be dynamic in size and location. The area of events is usually
modeled by its boundary.
Sensor network has a distributed structure. At individual sensor level, the sensing and
computation capabilities are limited. In order to make accurate inferences, sensors need to
perform collaborative in-network processing. However, the sensors are usually deployed at
1 c©2009 IEEE. Portions reprinted with permission, from Lufeng Shi, and Jindong Tan, “Distributive target
tracking in sensor networks with a markov random field model” , in Proceedings of IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, pp. 854 - 859, 2009. See Appendix for a copy of the
copyright permission from IEEE.
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random, making it difficult to find an efficient collaboration pattern. The measurements of
nearby sensors are usually correlated, making the collaboration event more difficult. The
use of graphs made it possible to tackle these types of problems [16]. Graphs well capture
the topology of the sensor network with vertices and edges, where vertices model the
measurement uncertainties of individual sensors, and edges models the correlation between
sensor measurements.
In most cases, sensor network are dense and large in scale, hence when events arise in the
network, it is the best to keep the event local to a small group rather than evoke the whole
network. This promotes the use of Markov random field (MRF). Markov random field is
an advanced form of graphical model. In addition to simply model the uncertainty and
correlation, the Markov random field models the conditional independency between nodes.
The Markov random field property states that an event only concerns the detecting node
and its immediate neighbors, and it is conditionally independent to the rest of the network.
This isolates the events in the network for effective computation.
In this thesis, a distributed algorithm is developed for solving target tracking problems
using Markov random field. The algorithm includes developing a universal technique that
fits for both scenarios. The algorithm constructs a regularly distributed clique structure
from the irregularly distributed sensor fields to provide easy path for collective data
processing and search. The search engine is similar to the line search algorithm in
image boundary detection, which is simply based on probability and likelihood rather than
complex filtering.
5.2 Related Works
In order to demonstrate our innovation, some of the past works regarding tracking and
boundary detection are review for comparison purposes. The event boundary detection
algorithms are discussed first, and then the boundary detection in image segmentations are
reviewed.
There are some event boundary detection algorithms proposed for sensor networks that can
be found in [30, 29, 27, 71, 28]. In these papers, the algorithms for detecting the boundaries
are quite primitive. In [29, 71], the papers focused on fault-tolerant part of the algorithm,
they used the event region detection process to identify the failing sensors, but the event
region detection algorithm itself is a simple threshold based algorithm. Although in [27, 28]
, the concept of probabilistic detection model is introduced, however, the determination
rule at individual sensor is still threshold based. A staircase estimation method is used in
[30]. It partitions the entire region into small cells, and collects the sensor measurements
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located in each cell. The measurements in each cell is averaged, and feed into a piece
wise constant estimator to find a straight line in that cell. The straight line computed is
said to be an approximation of the boundary in that cell. This algorithm requires quite
large overhead cost to setup, each sensors need to transmit at least Ω(log2 n) to partition
the cells. Once partitioned, each cell just acts on its own to compute the local estimates,
thus the algorithm lacks of overall view of the entire network. Inferences in sensor network
should be a collective effort among all sensors, hence the graph view of the network is the
most appropriate method for solving sensor network problems.
If the topology of the sensor network is modeled as a graph, then the task of tracking is to
locate objects in a graph. The concept of finding objects in graphs is not new. Images can be
modeled by graphical models [39], and many algorithms have been developed to identify
the objects in images. Once the image is modeled by a graph, many similarities can be
identified between the image and the sensor network. Objects in images can be identified
and detected by their boundaries. The boundary of an object in the image is essentially a
number of pixels that separates the two types of texture pattern. In sensor networks, the
sensors located at the boundary of an area of event have similar properties as these pixels.
Hence, boundary detection algorithms in image segmentation can be adopted into sensor
networks to solve target tracking problems.
There are many boundary detection algorithms in the image processing [72, 38, 73].
Generally speaking, the boundary detection algorithm is a learning process, and can be
classified into supervised and unsupervised learning. In [38, 73], the paper addressed an
unsupervised algorithm, in which the texture pattern of the background and the objects
are unknown. It has to be discovered along with the boundary detection using empirical
priors. The boundary detection problems in sensor networks, however, resemble more of
a supervised learning problem. There are only two types of sensors (two known type of
“texture”) in the network, they are either detecting the target, or not detecting the target.
The supervised algorithm used in [72] is more appealing. A line search algorithm is
discussed, where the boundary is merely a change point in the pixels, which separate two
types of texture. Large target tracking in sensor network shows similar behaviors. The core
concept of our algorithm is largely based on this approach.
This thesis proposed a graphical model based algorithm utilizing the existing line search
algorithm in image segmentation. The algorithm is suitable for both small point-mass
target and large event region detection scenarios. The algorithm makes decision based
on probability distribution rather than threshold. The graph models the overall network
connection, hence improves the collaborative data processing.
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5.3 Problem Formulation
5.3.1 Graph Representation of Sensor Field
Consider a typical tracking problem in a sensor field. Assume in this sensor field S with K
sensors, each sensor is capable of detecting the presence of the targets,
mk =
{
1+n if target present (H1);
n if target absent (H0).
(5.1)
where mk is a random variable that describes the detection status of the sensor k, k ∈
{1,2, . . . ,K}, and n is zero mean noise. The distribution of the mk is dependent on the
noise distribution,
P(mk|H0) = Pn(mk) (5.2)
P(mk|H1) = Pn(mk−1),
where Pn(mk) is the noise distribution.
Given the sensing model of the individual sensor, the sensor field can be modeled using a
graph. In the graph G = (V,E), V represent the K sensors in the network, and E represent
the measurement correlations between sensors. Each mk corresponds to a measurement in
Vk. According to the detection model of individual sensors, any two sensors that are within
each other’s detection range are correlated, and this makes the statistical information in
the network redundant and difficult to analyze, as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). To reduce the
statistical redundancy, the sensor field is assumed to be a Markov random field, where
edges (correlations) only exist between immediate neighbors, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
Even when two sensors are in range of each other, if they are separated by other sensors,
they are conditionally independent to each other given the middle sensors. The conditional
independency can be expressed mathematically as
K
∏
k=1
p(mk|m1,m2, . . . ,mK \mk) =
K
∏
k=1
p(mk|NB(mk)), (5.3)
where NB(mk) represent the immediate neighbors of k. Each connected neighborhood can
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be called a clique. The cliques are independent of each other, and hence the joint probability
density distribution can be computed by multiplication. Let M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mK}, the
joint distribution of the sensor field is modeled using the Gibbs distribution,
p(M) =
1
Z
exp
(
∑
c∈C
(ψc(mk))
)
,k ∈ c (5.4)
where c ∈ C are the cliques in the field, and ψc(mk) represent the clique potential. Z is
a normalization constant. With this network model, when computing the joint probability
distribution, the probability distribution of each clique can be pre-computed locally, and
hence it is distributed in-network processing.
5.3.2 Definition of Targets
In this thesis, the targets in the sensor network can be classified into two categories, the
small targets and the large targets. The small target can be modeled as a point mass. A
fixed small target is a single Cartesian coordinate (xt ,yt). This allows us to do numerical
manipulations such as measure the distance and perform multilateration. Once the target
starts moving, it produces a continuous trajectory line. The usual way of modeling this
trajectory line is to capture a static snapshot of the coordinate at each time frame, and the
trajectory line can be represented by a vector of coordinates θ . Assume the sample is taken
over T time period,
θ = {(x1t ,y1t ),(x2t ,y2t ), . . . ,(xTt ,yTt )}. (5.5)
As shown in Fig. 5.2(a), black squares are the snapshot coordinates at each time frame, the
orange line is the target trajectory, and the circles are the sensors. The connected red circles
are the sensors that are most relevant to the target trajectory; they will form a chained-form
network which is used to estimate the location of the target and provide a routing path for
data aggregation. The challenge is to identify these sensors from a randomly distributed
network as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
A large target is an area of event, where a single Cartesian coordinate cannot be used to
represent this type of target, hence we cannot obtain a collection of coordinates over time
to represent the large targets. The boundary of a large target is a continuous line, which
exhibits a similar characteristic as the trajectory of the small target, thus a chained-form
network can be identified as shown in Fig. 5.2(b) to represent the current location of the
target. The main objective for tracking both large targets and small targets is to identify the
chained-form network as shown in Fig. 5.2.
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(a) Network topology with all possible edges shown
(b) Network topology after assuming Markov property
Figure 5.1: Graph representation and Markov random field representation
of the same sensor field.
5.4 Tracking in A Graph With Ising Model
The Ising model is a Markov random field with a grid topology. With this regular
distributed network, it is much simpler to identify the chained-form network. Fig. 5.3
shows a possible target trajectory (boundary) in Ising model, where the circles are the
sensors. The hollow circles represent the null detection sensors, and the colored circles
represent sensors that are detecting the target. The goal is to identify the boundary of the
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(a) Representation of a small target in sensor networks
(b) Representation of a large target in sensor network
Figure 5.2: Similar representation of various sized targets in the sensor
network.
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Figure 5.3: Boundary lines in regularly distributed network
colored sensors from the rest of the network.
In Fig. 5.3, the boundary sensors are the separators between the hollow circles and the
colored circles. Hence to find the boundary sensors, the basic strategy is to search through
the sensor field line by line, and identify the change point. This is simple since hollow
sensors and colored sensors are in different detection statuses H0 and H1 as described in
equation (5.1). The detailed algorithm can be formulated as following.
Assume a line of l sensors with sensor measurements m,
ml1 = (m1,m2, . . . ,ml). (5.6)
Let δ be the change point between two detection statuses, and further assume that H0 comes
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before H1 in the line of sensors,
mδ1 in state H0 (5.7)
mlδ in state H1
According to the Markov property, the probability of having δ as change point can be
expanded as
P(δ ∈ boundary|ml1,H0,H1) =CP(mδ1 |H0)P(mlδ |H1), (5.8)
where C is a normalization constant.
With equation (5.8), we can search through the all possible δ to find the most probable
boundary location
δ = argmax
δ
P(δ ∈ boundary|ml1,H0,H1). (5.9)
Equation (5.8) is only valid if the segment mδ1 is in state to H0, and segment m
l
δ is in state
H1. This is because the term P(mδ1 |H0) paires mδ1 with state H0. In real applications this is
not always the case. Sensors mδ1 may be in either state H0 or H1, hence P(m
δ
1 ) should be
used in place of P(mδ1 |H0), and it can be computed using the prior,
P(mδ1 ) =
∫
P(mδ1 |H)P(H)dH (5.10)
where P(H) is the joint prior of H0 and H1.
The assumption for Ising model is essential. Without the grid shape, the search will
encounter unexpected branches and the correlation will vary from sensor pairs to sensor
pairs. This will cause additional difficulty in performing the search. However, in typical
sensor network deployment, networks are usually not grids. To make this algorithm
applicable to all kinds of sensor networks, an equivalent topology structure for the sensor
network must be derived which must satisfy the grid assumption. In this thesis, a clique
based topology representation is used to convert the irregular topology of the sensor
network to a grid-like structure, then the algorithm is applied to this grid-like structure.
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5.5 Tracking in Randomly Distributed Sensor Network
Typical sensor networks are randomly distributed, and the Ising model assumption cannot
be achieved. However, by exploit the property of cliques and conditional independence, the
randomly distributed network can be converted into more predictable shapes. Therefore,
many algorithms developed for regularly distributed network can be extended to a randomly
distributed network with little modification.
5.5.1 Grid-like Topology Construction
In an Ising model, each node has exactly four connected neighbors (except borders and
corners), and the distance (correlation) between each neighbor is exactly the same. In
order to construct a topology structure similar to the Ising model, we have to satisfy these
two conditions: 1) have a fixed number of connected neighbors, 2) have the same distance
(correlation) between connected neighbors.
These two conditions can be easily satisfied by adopting triangular cliques. A clique is a
cluster of sensors which are fully connected within the cluster. When three node triangle
cliques are used, each clique would have exactly three adjacent triangles. The adjacent
cliques are correlated by the two shared nodes. Hence, the clique structure can be used to
simulate the behavior of a grid structure. Fig. 5.4 shows how a randomly distributed sensor
topology can be converted into a grid-like structure. The network is first triangulated, each
triangle is a natural clique, then a single “super node” is used to represent a whole clique
in the grid-like structure.
5.5.2 Void Area in Grid-like Topology
The most popular triangulation algorithm is the Delaunay triangulation. However,
Delaunay triangulation cannot be applied to the sensor network directly. This is because
the algorithm does not have a bound on edge length; it may result in long edges that
far exceeding the actual sensing and communication range of the sensors. At the same
time, Delaunay triangulation is very difficult to achieve in a distributed fashion, hence it
is not suitable for distributed sensor network. Therefore, a sub-graph of the Delaunay
triangulation such as Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG), or Gabriel Graph (GG) can be
obtained. However, in RNG or GG, polygons may exist, where three-sensor cliques cannot
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Figure 5.4: Converting the randomly distributed sensor network into a
grid-like clique structure
be constructed as shown in Fig. 5.5(a). Area 4 in the figure is a void that cannot be modeled
as a triangle clique.
Double-sensor cliques are introduced to solve this problem. For example, in Fig. 5.5(a),
the five edges on the pentagon are modeled as five double-sensor cliques. Two of these
double-sensor cliques can join together to form a virtual triangle if they share one sensor.
A virtual link is added between the two non-sharing sensors in the group to finish the
triangle. Fig. 5.5(b) is a demonstration of this situation. The dashed lines are virtual lines
added to divide the polygon region into virtual triangles. Triangle 4− 2 is a special case,
where it is formed by only one double-sensor clique. So, 4− 2 is treated as a triangle
when constructing the clique structure, but when computing the joint distribution, it is just
a single double-sensor clique. The construction of the virtual triangles obeys the following
five rules as described in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.5: Converting the randomly distributed sensor network into a
grid-like clique structure
5.5.3 The Tracking Algorithm in A Grid-like Structure
After the grid-like structure is constructed, the search algorithm for Ising model can be
applied to identify the trajectory (boundary) of the target. However, since we don’t have a
true grid structure, and each “node” in our topology actually represents three nodes in the
original structure, the detection models need to be modified slightly. The new detection
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Algorithm 2 Constructing virtual triangles with double-sensor cliques
1. An edge is a double-sensor clique if at least one of its adjacent triangles is missing.
2. In order to form a virtual triangle, the two real edges must both be double-sensor
cliques.
3. Virtual links can be treated as double-sensor cliques when constructing virtual
triangles,
4. Virtual links are not included when computing the clique potential and other statistic
related quantities.
5. Virtual triangles can be formed if the added virtual link does not cross any of the
existing links (virtual or real).
model can be expressed as
P(H0) =
3
∏
k=1
P(mk = n) =
3
∏
k=1
Pn(mk) (5.11)
P(H1) =
3
∏
k=1
P(mk = 1+n) =
3
∏
k=1
Pn(mk−1),
With P(H0) and P(H1) computed, the P(Cδ1 ) and P(C
l
δ ) can be computed. Note that l is
the total number of the cliques in the line, δ is the change point, and C is the cliques. Since
computation of P(Cδ1 ) and P(C
l
δ ) are symmetric, we only focus on the computation for
P(Cδ1 ).
Given the detection result, the readings of each clique is independent to each other, hence,
P(Cδ1 |H) =∏
i
P(Ci|H). (5.12)
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We can then expand equation (5.10) as,
P(Cδ1 ) =
∫
P(Cδ1 |H)P(H)dH (5.13)
=
∫
P(Cδ |H)P(Cδ−11 |H)P(H)dH
= P(Cδ−11 )
∫
P(Cδ |H)P(H|Cδ−11 )dH.
This separates the terms containing the current clique Cδ and all previous cliques C
δ−1
1 ,
hence it can be carried out in a distributed fashion using message passing algorithm. Each
clique need only to compute their local P(Cδ1 ) and pass it down the line; the next clique
in line will treat the received value as P(Cδ−11 ). With the detection pattern defined, the
equation 5.8 can be rewritten as
P(δ ∈ boundary|Cl1,H0,H1) (5.14)
= KP(Cδ1 )P(C
l
δ )
= KP(Cδ−11 )
∫
P(Cδ |H)P(H|Cδ−11 )dH
× P(Cn−1δ )
∫
P(Cδ |H)P(H|Cn−1δ )dH
This equation works if there is only one change point δ in the line of cliques, however,
there may be several change points in each line.
Let us introduce a new variable µ to represent the number of change points in the path, and
tweak the equation a little to incorporate this variable,
P (δ ∈ boundary,µ|Cl1,H0,H1) (5.15)
= P (µ)P(δ ∈ boundary|µ,Cl1,H0,H1),
= P (µ)KP(Cδ11 )
µ−1
∏
i=1
P(Cδi+1δi )P(C
l
δµ )
P(µ) is a priori distribution; it can be obtained empirically. For instance, if a large target is
known to be a circular shape, a Poisson distribution with expected value of 2 should be a
good assumption, because a straight line of sensors would have two intersections with the
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circle.
5.6 Simulations
For the purpose of demonstration, assume 100 sensors are deployed in a 20 by 20 square
region. Each sensor has a sensing radius of 5. The algorithm is carried out on this square
region to detect a small target, a large target, and multiple large targets.
The search is first conducted on a sensor field that is modeled by an Ising model (grid). Fig.
5.6 shows the results. Since it is a grid network, no triangle clique is constructed. Circles
are sensors, the red ones are the sensors that detecting the large target. The lines are the
links in the chained-form network representing the target boundary.
For the randomly deployed sensor field, a Gabriel Graph is constructed on top of the sensor
field, then virtual lines are constructed to break the polygons into triangle cliques. The
triangle cliques are represented using “super nodes”, and the “super nodes” topology is
arranged into a grid-like structure.
Fig. 5.7 shows the detection of the large target in the randomly deployed sensor field.
The red triangles are real triangle cliques, and the blue lines are virtual lines that connect
the double-sensor cliques into virtual triangles. Only the cliques that are representing the
boundary of the target are shown.
Since the search algorithm is carried out on a Markov random field, the detection of the
target is independent given the immediate neighboring sensors. Hence, if we have multiple
large targets, they can be tracked as well, using the same search algorithm. Fig. 5.8 shows
the detection of two large targets in the same sensor field.
Finally, small target trajectory is searched by the algorithm, and located on the sensor field
with a chained-form clique. Fig. 5.9 shows the tracking result for the small target. Once the
chained-form network is constructed, multilateration can be used in each triangle cliques
to compute the exact position of the target at each time instance. The formulation of the
multilateration can be found in [74].
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Figure 5.6: Large target in a grid sensor field using Ising model
5.6.1 Cost Contrast
When the grid-like network is setup using the “super” node, many algorithms that are
impossible to implement on random network can now be utilized. In addition to provide a
simpler structure, the grid-like network reduces the communication cost and computation
cost for propagate message through the network, and it also provide self healing against
node failure, improve overall robustness of the system.
5.6.1.1 Communication Cost
The most intuitive, most primitive communication algorithm in random sensor network is
flooding algorithm. However, flooding algorithm usually induces high communication and
computation cost. This is due to several shortcomings for the flooding algorithm. The
first shortcoming is that it may never converge if there are loops in the network topology.
This shortcoming can be avoided by setting termination condition, and add extra fields in
the transmitted message indicate the message sequence and life span. However, the side
effects are increase message size, extra computation upon reception of the message. The
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Figure 5.7: Large target in a randomly deployed sensor field
other shortcoming is that the flooding algorithm has the highest worst case complexity,
in addition to the worst case complexity, the complexity in actual use case varies from
situation to situation, which adds additional uncertainty to the system.
After the concept of wireless sensor network flourished, many works have been done on
tweaking the classic flooding algorithm to work better in the world of sensor networks [75]
[76] [77]. There are many that claim to reduce the complexity of the flooding algorithm
for sensor networks, but most of them are just setting up intelligent control conditions
to terminate the flooding [78] [79] [80] [81]. By doing so, flooding can be simplified
by reducing by sacrificing some of the non-critical information. However, even with the
controlled flooding, the best complexity it flooding can achieve is still O(n logn).
The grid-like network greatly reduce the uncertainty in the sensor network, message
propagate through the network in a controlled fashion, hence keeping the logic simple,
the communication and computation cost low. In this section, we compare the cost of the
flooding algorithm and the grid-like network back-to-back to evaluate the potential of the
grid-like network. In here, we consider two common scenarios in target tracking in sensor
networks.
Let us first consider a situation where a sensor generated a reading that needed to notify
the entire network. With flooding algorithm, the worst case scenario, the message need
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Figure 5.8: Detection of two large targets in the sensor network
to be transmitted over each of the link in the network at least once. In a fully connected
network, the number of links in the network can be calculated by n(n−1)2 , where n is the
number of sensor nodes in the network. Hence the number of message to be transmitted is
proportional to n2. In grid-like network structure, after the network is constructed, we only
need to visit each sensor node exactly once, hence giving us a flat O(n) complexity, where
n message is to be transmitted. The figure 5.10 below shows the number of message needed
to be sent by flooding algorithm and by the grid-like network in order to announce the data
to all the nodes in the network, assuming there are 100 sensor nodes in the network. For
grid-like method, we assume overhead cost of 10000 messages for setting up the grid-like
structure (O(n2)).
The second scenario to consider is that when a sensor is currently detecting the target, and
it is trying to exchange data with nearby sensors in order to achieve collective inference. In
flooding algorithm, the worst case would be the data from the host sensor need to take O(n2)
messages to reach the targeted sensors. For grid-like network, to inform all neighbors, each
“super” node only need to inform its 4 connected neighbors. Hence between “super” nodes,
messages exchanged is 4.
As shown in the contrast, the grid-like network is definitely showing a big communication
cost reduction over the flooding algorithm. However, flooding algorithm has its own
strength. The flooding algorithm so far is the only true infrastructure-less algorithm that
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Figure 5.9: Small target trajectory in the sensor field
Table 5.1
Number of messages sent by each method
Time Flooding Grid-like
1 4950 10100
2 9900 10200
3 14850 10300
4 19800 10400
5 24700 10500
6 29700 10600
7 34600 10700
8 39600 10800
9 44550 10900
10 49500 11000
will accommodate any network topology change. If some sensor nodes fail, or move,
the flooding algorithm is practically unaffected by them at all. However, most controlled
topology like grid network will take a big hit when topology change occurs. In this section,
the self-healing possibility is also discussed to accommodate for potential cost increase due
to sensor failure.
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Figure 5.10: Number of Messages sent by each method
5.6.1.2 Self healing
Sensor failure is common in sensor network due to the fundamental assumption of wireless
sensor network. The individual sensor supposed to be “low cost”, “less powerful”, “limited
power”. So individual sensor can easily fail due to loss of power, moved out of the
designated location due to environment change, or simple due to circuitry imperfection.
When these failures happen, flooding algorithm is practically unaffected by these change,
but for grid network, this will cause possible coverage hole, communication link loss,
which may eventually cause a huge failure in the entire network.
The grid-like network proposed in this thesis however is quite robust against sensor failures.
In case of individual sensor failure, since the “super” nodes are conditionally independent
to each other, the change is only confined within the “super” node, hence have very small
impact on the rest of the network. In case that the entire “super” node fails (i.e. the area
that the “super” node resides is destroyed entirely), the “super” node just simply detached
from the rest of the network, without affect the rest of the network. The cost of recover
from an individual sensor failure is O(nc), where nc is the number of the sensors within the
“super” node, the rest of the sensors in the “super” node just has to realize the failed sensor
is been detached from the clique.
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5.7 Conclusion
A distributed algorithm is developed to solve target tracking problems in sensor network.
The algorithm can be used to find both the trajectory of the small targets and the event
boundary of the large targets. The core concept of the algorithm is a simple search method
inherited from the line search algorithm in image segmentation. The new algorithm is
distributed which allows large scale implementation. It is also probability based, where
the decision is based on probabilistic distribution, detection errors of individual sensors
affect little to the overall result. Simulations demonstrate the functionality of the algorithm
against small target, large target, and multiple targets.
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Chapter 6
Self Localization of Ultrasonic Sensor
Network
6.1 Introduction
Ultrasonic sensor arrays have been widely used in many applications, where precise
localization is needed [82] [83] [84]. Recent combination of ultrasonic sensors and wireless
sensor networks provides a new and unique platform for distributed target localization
and tracking. In an ultrasonic sensor network, the individual ultrasonic sensors are linked
together wirelessly instead of mounted on the same circuit board, this distributed structure
provides more flexibility in sensor deployment, hence allowing a much larger coverage
area than traditional ultrasonic sensor arrays. With this distributed architecture, individual
ultrasonic sensor failures will have little impact on the overall system.
There are many challenges in developing applications using ultrasonic sensor networks.
Energy management is one of the major challenges. Ultrasonic transducers require
large amount energy to operate, they will squeeze the already limited power supplies
of wireless sensor networks. In addition, to computing the time difference of arrival,
more communication will be needed, inducing more energy expenditure. Hence energy
management is required to achieve the pre-longed network service time. Sensor
localization is also very important in ultrasonic sensor network as well. Ultrasonic sensor
based localization systems require the knowledge of the exact location of the sensor itself
in order to produce high precision tracking, but in a randomly distributed sensor network,
the sensor locations are usually not known to begin with. In the end, since the sensors
are randomly deployed, the coverage and interference of the ultrasonic sensors can be
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a problem. Optimization is needed to maximize the coverage area while minimize the
interference.
This thesis focuses on the challenges of localization, energy, and coverage and interference
management of the ultrasonic sensor networks. A feasible localization technique for
randomly distributed ultrasonic sensor network is provided. Then a scheduling technique
is discussed to optimize the energy consumption, enlarge the sensor coverage region,
and minimize the ultrasonic over hearing and interference. Since our application for
the ultrasonic sensor network is tracking and localization of mobile target, the sensor
scheduling technique is presented in two difference scenarios, when targets are presenting,
and when no target is presenting. It is shown that the target will help sensor scheduling
even if the target is non-cooperative.
6.2 Related Works
There many prior researches regarding localization in wireless sensor networks [85]
[86]. However, there are a few limitations on these techniques that prevent them to be
successfully applied to an ultrasonic sensor network. These localization techniques assume
a number of anchor nodes with pre-known location information, and the anchor nodes are
able to measure the distance to other unknown sensors. This is not realistic in ultrasonic
sensor network. The ultrasonic sensors does not have an omni-directional measurement
ability, and the static ultrasonic sensors are typically assumed not be able to rotate. Hence,
the anchor node would not be able to measure the distance to the unknown sensors that it
is not facing. For ultrasonic sensor network, a new localization technique is needed.
Ultrasonic sensor networks has been used in falling detection in medical facilities [87] [83].
In these types of applications, instead of having ultrasonic transmitter and receiver mounted
on each sensor node, the transmitter is unique and is carried by the patient, and the receivers
are networked together. In such a situation, the pose of the patient can be estimated using
the time difference of arrival to the receivers. These types of ultrasonic sensor networks are
much easier to work with since the source is unique, interferences will not be a problem.
Multi-path maybe a problem, but it is not addressed in both of the papers.
Energy consumption and coverage optimization is discussed in [88]. In this paper, the
author formulated the optimization of the energy consumption and coverage. Although
there are multiple transmitters presenting, the paper still assume that only one sensor
can be turned on at one time to avoid interference. The paper presented a sensor
scheduling method that strategically switch on receivers to maximize the coverage range
with minimum number of receivers, hence achieve both good coverage region and conserve
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energy.
Target tracking problems are discussed in [84] [89] [90]. These papers all utilize the
Kalman filter and its variants to estimate the mobile target within the ultrasonic sensor
networks. However, despite the distributed claims, the sensors are still pre-clustered, and
arranged into array like structure for processing before tracking the targets. The papers
are primarily focused on hardware development, the algorithms used are standard Kalman
filter technique, where interference and coverage problems are not specifically considered.
Multiple targets situation is not considered as well.
The contribution of this thesis is to develop a framework for randomly deployed ultrasonic
sensor network. The framework uses simple ultrasonic sensor nodes, where each node
only has one source and one receiver on board. The framework handles the challenge
in localization, it provides a scheduling scheme that allows multiple unaffected ultrasonic
sources to switch on simultaneously to avoid interferences, and it can schedule the sensors
to actively switch on along the trajectory of the mobile targets.
6.3 Self-localization
Self-localization is a basic middleware service for any wireless sensor networks. The
ultrasonic sensor network can only providing tracking services with all the sensors
localized. Typical self localization of sensor network is usually based on two assumptions.
A first assumption is that there are anchor nodes with pre-known location information. The
second assumption is that the sensors could measure the distance between each other. Both
of these assumptions are difficult to achieve in ultrasonic sensor networks. The anchor
nodes are usually assumed to be equipped with GPS, hence are able to determine their
locations. In an in-door environment, where the ultrasonic sensor networks are deployed,
GPS will not be a feasible option. The ultrasonic sensors are not omni-directional,
the facing directions of the ultrasonic sensors dictate where they could measure, hence
assuming the sensors could measure the distance to all the neighbors is also not a valid
assumption.
In this thesis, a triangular trainer is used to help localize the sensors. The triangular trainer
has three vertices, the ultrasonic sensors could measure the distance to each of the vertices
independently. If the trainer’s location is known, then sensors that detecting the trainer
can be localized using tri-lateration technique. The sensors are placed in a random fashion,
distances from the sensor to each of the vertices of the triangle are measured to be L1t1, L1t2
and L1t3. Assume the location of the three vertices of the trainer to be (xt1,yt1), (xt2,yt2)
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and (xt3,yt3), the target location (x1,y1), can be formulated as,
(xt1− x1)2+(yt1− y1)2 = L21t1
(xt2− x1)2+(yt2− y1)2 = L21t2
(xt3− x1)2+(yt3− y1)2 = L21t3 (6.1)
where (x1,y1) is the location of sensor 1 that is to be estimated. Expand the equations to
get
x2t1+ x
2
1−2xt1x1+ y2t1+ y21−2yt1y1 = L21t1
x2t2+ x
2
1−2xt2x1+ y2t2+ y21−2yt2y1 = L21t2
x2t3+ x
2
1−2xt3x1+ y2t3+ y21−2yt3y1 = L21t3 (6.2)
If we subtract the top two equations from the bottom equation, we can obtain a set of linear
equations
2(xt3− xt1)x1+2(yt3− yt1)y1
= x2t3− x2t1+ y2t3− y2t1−L21t3+L21t1
2(xt3− xt2)x1+2(yt3− yt2)y1
= x2t3− x2t2+ y2t3− y2t2−L21t3+L21t2 (6.3)
Setup the linear equation in standard Au = β form, we could compute u using the least
mean square method
u = (AT A)−1ATβ , (6.4)
u will consist the coordinates of the sensor. The localization process is demonstrated in Fig
6.1, where the sensors are deployed in a hallway.
As shown in the figure, not all the sensors are in range with the trainer, hence the trainer
must travel through the sensor field in order to reach more sensors. Once the trainer moves,
we need to determine its new location. We assume the trainer will move at a relatively
constant speed, and measure this speed using UWB sensors that are integrated with the
ultrasonic sensor. The new location of the target is estimated using this measured speed
and its previous location.
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Figure 6.1: The estimation process of each sensor in a hallway, given the
trainer location
In this thesis, we primarily discuss two types of sensor network settings, the first setting
is a hallway setting as shown in Fig 6.1, the other setting is a room setting where an open
space is available, and the sensors are deployed randomly on the ceiling facing downward.
In such a 3D situation, in order to estimate the sensor location, we first find the projection
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the sensor location on the ground level using tri-lateration, then find the original location
of the sensor using the height of the ceiling. The sensors in the ceiling and the triangular
trainer forms a tetrahedron as shown in Fig 6.2, in this case, the height of the ceiling can
be computed using h = 3V/b, where V is the volume of the tetrahedron, computed using
Tartaglia’s formula, and b is the area of the base triangle, which is essentially the area of
the trainer. Once we determined the height of the ceiling, we could project the measured
distance from the sensor to each of the vertices on the trainer to the same plane as the
trainer, and then perform tri-lateration.
Sensors
A
B
C
D
E
F
Trainer Trainer
Trainer
Figure 6.2: Tetrahedron formed with the sensor and the triangular trainer
Since the self-localization requires a trainer traverse through the sensor field, we could
use it to perform a Reference Broadcasting Synchronization (RBS) [91] at the same time.
In RBS synchronization, a trainer broadcast a periodic synchronization beacon, and the
ultrasonic sensors will adjust their clock to the same pace as the trainer. In this way, the
critical path on the sender side can be completely eliminated. Since the self-localization is
target oriented, the target could function as the trainer, hence, RBS is used in this thesis for
network synchronization.
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6.4 Ultrasonic Sensor Scheduling
Using multiple randomly distributed ultrasonic sensors for target tracking is a difficult
task. The ultrasonic sensors are directional instead of omni-directional, hence it is difficult
to enforce a uniformed coverage region. Intelligently schedule the sensors will assign
the sensors to monitor as large as possible with as little active sensors as possible. As
mentioned in the self-localization section, there are two types of network discussed in this
thesis, they are the network in the hallway, and in the rooms. In the hallway setup, the
sensors are deployed in a more regular manner on the two boundaries. In the rooms, the
sensors are mounted on the ceiling with the sonar facing down, the sensors are randomly
deployed, and is triangulated using the method described in the self-localization section,
then scheduling is performed on this triangulated graph. In this section, the scheduling of
these two types of network is discussed, the scheduling schemes without the presence of a
target are discussed first, and then the schemes with targets present are discussed.
6.4.1 Sensor Scheduling Without Target Present
When there are no targets in the sensor field, the sensors should primarily stay in sleep
mode and periodically wake up to scan their sensing region for emerging targets, hence
sensor energy can be conserved.
In the hallways situation, switching on all sensors simultaneously is not only energy
inefficient, but also pose an interference problem due to the sensor region overlapping.
In this situation, the sensors are switched on according to an alternative pattern as show
in fig. 6.3. Only the sensors in the same side are switched on to avoid direct interference
from the opposite wall. The sensors on both walls are used alternatively to avoid detection
holes. The time frame size need to be selected so that it is long enough for the echoes to
settle down, but short enough to avoid miss detection of a target. The effect of this value is
studied in the implementation and experiment section.
In the room situation, where the sensors are mounted on the ceiling, hence there will be no
direct interference between sensors, however, sensors with overlapping sensing region will
receive the reflected signal. To avoid this over-hearing problem, only selected sensors are
switched on at each time frame. After the triangulation in the self-localization phase, the
three sensors in each triangle would have mutual overlap sensing regions, hence only one
sensor from each triangle is needed to be switched on, and all its connected neighbors will
stay off. The sensors that are switched on is referred as active sensor in the follow part of
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Figure 6.3: Alternative switch pattern of hallway sensors
the thesis. The scheduling scheme for this situation is described in Algorithm 1.
In the algorithm, a random wait time is generated based the sensor energy level and the
time it is not active, hence the sensors with low energy level are not likely to volunteer as
an active sensor. The sensors that have already served active sensors will not volunteer to
be an active sensor again, this will make the detection region more uniform over time.
6.4.2 Sensor Scheduling With Target Present
When target present, a target-oriented scheduling approach can be used for better sensor
management. Assume the target is located in a triangle α , in the next time frame, the
sensors that are adjacent to the triangle α are set to be active sensors, as shown in fig. 6.4
and fig. 6.5.
This target oriented scheduling scheme is only applied when there are target present in the
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Algorithm 3 Selection of active sensor in random ultrasonic sensor network
WaitTime← random(My_Energy_Level+Last_Turn_Active)
while WaitTime≥ 0 do
Volunteer← FromRadio
WaitTime←WaitTime−1
end while
if !Volunteer then
Volunteer←MyID
BroadCastVolunteertoneighbors
Last_Turn_Active← 0
else
Last_Turn← Last_Turn_Active+1
end if
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Figure 6.4: Target oriented sensor switch pattern in hallway
neighborhood, and the discovery of new target is broadcasted only to the neighbors, and the
message will not broadcast to the entire network. The unrelated sensors in the network keep
their routine periodic scan for emerging target using the scheduling scheme without target
present. hence, emerging of new targets will be detected in a multi-target environment.
6.4.3 Target Localization Within Triangles
The target will need to be localized after it is detected by the active sensor. However,
individual ultrasonic sensor can only obtain a distance measurement to the target. In a 2D
situation, at least 3 distance measurements are required to estimate the location of the target.
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Figure 6.5: Target oriented sensor switch pattern in randomly distributed
network topology
Hence, sensors that are near the target need to be waken up to take the measurements.
Ideally, we could only wake up the two sensors that are forming a triangle with the active
sensor, and the target is located within the triangle. However, the active sensor maybe
belongs to multiple triangles, and the target could be in any one of these triangles. It is
not feasible to test through these triangles one by one, because in this neighborhood, only
1 sensor should be switched on at a time to avoid interference, search through all these
sensors will take a long time, and the target would have moved away from the location.
In hallway setup, there are three possible triangles around an active sensor as shown in the
early figures. The situation is relatively easy in this case, we can switch on sensors based
on the pattern showed in figure 6.6. Suppose sensor 3 is the active sensor, sensor 1 and
5 can be switched on simultaneously to check if the target is within their vicinity. If one
of them detects the target, then we can decide which triangle the target is in. If neither of
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the two sensors detects the target, then we can decide that the target is within the middle
triangle, hence sensor 2 and 4 will be switched on respectively.
1 53 7
2 64
Active sensor
Switch on ﬁrst Switch on ﬁrst
Figure 6.6: Sensor switching pattern in hallway after the active sensor is
identified
6.5 Simulation Results
The self-localization scheme is simulated in two scenarios. In the first scenario, the trainer
has a smaller triangle of side length 2 ft, while the second one has a larger triangle of side
length 4 ft. The target travels through the network with a constant speed of 2 ft/s, and this
speed is measured in every time frame. A ±5% measurement noise is added to the speed
measurement. The trainer’s position is calculated using this measured speed, and the each
sensor is able to measure its distant to each vertex of the trainer, these distances are used to
localize the sensor itself. The measured distances have zero mean Gaussian noises added.
Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 are snapshots of the situation in process, where the blue triangle
is the trainer, the red triangle is the calculated trainer position, the circles are the actual
sensor location, and the “x”s are the estimated location of the target. In this simulation, the
variance of the Gaussian noise is 0.1.
We vary the variance of the Gaussian noise from 0.1 to 1, and the localization error are
computed using MMSE. Fig. 6.9 shows the estimation error against different σ value. The
estimation error for each σ is averaged between 50 runs. The large triangles generate more
accurate locations.
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Figure 6.8: Snapshot of self-localization in an open space
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Chapter 7
Falling Detection in Elderly Homes with
Radar Sensor Networks
7.1 Introduction
As an aging society, the necessity of intensive care for elderly individuals have been grown
faster than ever, the current service infrastructure are severely challenged. It is desired to
develop technologies that can tender the need of the elders automatically with minimal
human supervision, hence the elders can remain at home for extended period of time,
reducing the crowds in the hospital and nursing homes. The system would also provide the
convenience and privacy of homes, hence offering the elders a completely new lifestyle.
However, there are several hazards that are associated with this independent lifestyle of the
elderly people, among them, the falling incident is one of major causes of server injuries
and death of the elderly people that are living independently. It is estimated that there
are over 30 percent of falling incident happens people over age 75 each year [92]. It is
desirable to have a system that will report the real-time status of the elderly people, and
automatically call for assistance when falling incidents occur. There are several existing
systems that allow elders to call for assistance by pushing a button on a wearable device
in emergency, however, in many cases, the falling will result in unconsciousness, hence
the elder unable to push the button. Other pre-existing conditions such as dementia also
prevent elders to be able to operate the device. A falling detection system is desired, which
can efficiently determine when falling occurs and when assistance is needed.
There are generally two types of systems that are commonly used in falling detection. The
one type is the wearable sensors, and the other type is the non-wearable sensor network
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based system. Both of them have advantages and limitations. Wearable falling detectors
are usually referred as body area sensor networks, where a number of sensors are mounted
on the several key parts of the body. Non-wearable fall detectors usually have the sensors
integrated into the house, and collect elder’s postures through video and sound.
For wearable sensor network based systems, accelerometer is usually the sensor choice.
Some system monitors the differences of instantaneous acceleration from the hand, waist
and ankle to predict a falling process [93] [94], and some system simply detect the direction
of gravity from the three accelerometer, and match these readings to known body postures,
such as lying, sitting and standing, and use HMM to determine whether the subject is falling
or simply lying down [95] [96] [97] [98]. These systems usually need to mount bulky
parts on several different body parts, hence making it very inconvenient for the elderly
people to wear. Newer techniques integrated the hardware platform to a single sensor,
usually a watch-sized device that contains a 3-axis accelerometer and inertia sensors [99]
[90], some system even directly utilized cellphone to perform such function, since many
smart-phones already integrated the accelerometer on them, with cellphones, the collected
data can be send out directly using the cellular network [100] [101]. Supporting vector
machine technique is usually used to classify the activity of the subject that wearing the
system. In these systems, the user need to wear only a single device, which is a better
alternative, but since the subjects are the elderly people, it is very likely that they will often
forget to wear the device or turn the device on.
As for non-wearable sensor network based system, smart camera networks are usually
used [102] [103]. In these systems, two tasks are typically performed, first is to determine
whether there is a subject within the camera’s view, if the subject is presenting, the system
then determines the posture of the target. Presents of the subject is usually done with
background subtraction, then the key body parts (i.e. head, foot, trunk) are identified, and
their relative positions are computed according to the axis system defined by the camera,
and the onboard processor will determine the posture based on these relative position [101]
[104] [105]. These techniques are essentially centralized method, where discrete images
from a single camera are used to make the inference. The networked camera is just used to
extend the coverage region instead of providing collective conclusion. The major drawback
of using single camera to make inference is the occlusion problem, because single camera
has no way of seeing what is behind the obstacles. More advanced system utilizes the
computer vision techniques to determine the body posture. They model the human body
with a graphical model after identifying key body parts, each part in the body is modeled
by a node [106]. The precise body movement is determine through the transition of the
nodes, hence a more comprehensive view of the body posture can be obtained, and the
future postures can be predicted using Bayesian estimation. In these systems, even some
body parts are occluded in some instances, the entire body posture can still be estimated,
and the occluded part can be estimated using historical data.
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With the advancement of 3D graphics technology, some systems start to reconstruct 3D
scenes from 2D images to predict human postures [107] [108]. Once the 3D model of
the people is reconstructed, the posture of the subject is known. In order to perform this
technique, multiple cameras must have overlapped views from several different angles, and
the onboard processor must be powerful enough to perform the reconstruction, since the
computation is quite intensive. These systems are quite complex, and are usually used for
greater uses than simply falling detection. Some other systems for none-wearing sensors
utilize different types of sensors rather than cameras for falling detection, one of them
is using audio for falling detection [109] [93]. This system trains the sensor node with
different sound generated by the subject with doing different things, such as walking,
clapping hands, sitting, and falling. When the subject is presenting, the sensor will capture
the sound generated by the subject, and apply a match filter to determine what the subject is
doing. This system is not suitable for noise areas, since the sound generated by the subject
can be easily corrupted.
In this chapter, a bumblebee radar network based falling detection system is presented.
The system is able to detect falling people using location and speed measurement obtained
through a small embedded radar system. The network are connected though base-station
node that will forward the timely data to the computer, then transmitted to the appropriate
personnel. The hardware platform presented in this chapter is an array of bumblebee
radar network for speed and location detection. The system itself is integrated to the
house infrastructure, hence no wearable device or cooperation of the elderly is required.
Differ from the camera network based system, the radar system is less dependent on the
illumination of the room, and is less likely been occluded by obstacles of different shapes.
The camera needs to be able to see a substantial part of the elderly people in order to
decide the status of him/her, but the radar system need only to measure the speed profile of
the body parts, even if the body of the elder is partially occluded, the radar system is still
able to function properly.
7.2 System Architecture
7.2.1 Automated falling detection system
A probabilistic falling detection system should be able to compute the likelihood of elderly
falling events using the location information and the body motion of the elderly people.
Although there are many ways to obtain the position information and body movements
of the elderly people, this automated system should be produce as little disturbance to
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the elderly as possible, should not require the elderly people to cooperate, and should
not require modification for the existing infrastructure of the elderly homes. With such
requirement, a network of radar sensors is used for this purpose. Each of the radar has
limited sensing regions, thus providing the rough location of the elderly people, and it is
able to capture the body speed of the elderly people.
In this thesis, we propose a two layer system as shown in Fig. 7.1. The bottom layer of
the system consists of individual bumblebee radar with an embedded microprocessor, the
raw data from the bumblebee radar is processed by the microprocessor to make a detection
decision locally and independently. The upper layer will be gateway computer which act as
a fusion center. The fusion center will fuse the location of the sensors with the individual
decision from the lower layer. This is because the radar can only detect movement in the
radial direction, the target may be “invisible” to some radar modules due to its movement
direction. Hence the overall falling decision should be made collectively by all nearby
sensors. In the local detection layer, a Hidden Markov Model is constructed, and Viterbi
algorithm is used to make inference about possible states of the elders. The data fusion
layer is a weighted majority vote system, where a cost function is computed based on the
detection probability of the nearby sensors.
The rest of the chapter is organized as following, we first discuss the hardware platform
that is used to construct this radar sensor network framework in this section, the hardware
architecture of the sensor board, and the deployment pattern of the sensor with-in an typical
apartment setting. In section III, we formulate local detection system by develop the Hidden
Markov Model, and identify the possible states of the elderly people. In section IV, we use
the Viterbi algorithm to infer the falling states of the elderly people on the hidden Markov
model constructed. In section V, the functionality of the fusion center will be discussed. In
section VI will show some statistics collected from mocking falling scenario.
7.2.2 Hardware Platform
7.2.2.1 Radar Sensor Board
Bumblebee radar sensor is used in this chapter, the sensor itself is small size, low power,
and can be easily integrated with processing and wireless transceiver system such as telosb
sensor mote, this will allow easy construction of a ad hoc mesh network of the sensors. The
bumblebee radar sensor itself has a maximum measurement range of 10 meters, and it has
a conical measurement region of 60 degrees. The radar operates at a center frequency of
5.8 GHz, and is be able to detection radial motion velocity of as small as 2.6 cm/s. Fig 7.2
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Figure 7.1: System Architecture
show the sensor board itself, it measures less than 10 cm diagonally, which is very small
for typical wall mount, and will not interfere with any of the normal living activities inside
the house.
In this chapter, we selected TI EZ430 sensor node to interface with the bumblebee radar
to act as a data processor, and wireless transceiver. The EZ430 is equipped with a
MSP430-r2274 CPU with two analog input ports for interface with the bumblebee radar.
The EZ430 kit is equipped with CC2500 radio chip for wireless communication, which is
fully compatible with 802.15.4 protocol. Fig 7.3 shows the EZ430 board. The EZ430 is
powered by 2 AAA batteries, and the bumblebee radar is powered by 4 AAA batteries, so
each individual sensor node is self-contained without the needs for external power source.
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Figure 7.2: Bumblebee radar used in this chapter
Figure 7.3: MSP 430 sensor board used in this chapter
7.2.2.2 Sensor Deployment
Since the bumblebee radar has a 60 degree cone-shaped detection region, we would like
to arrange the sensors to be 4 feet apart, so that the sensors will have some overlapped
about 4 feet away from the wall. This will ensure that the sensing regions of the radars
are continuous throughout the house, and it could provide some redundancy for possible
detection failures. Fig 7.4 shows a typical 800 square foot two bedroom apartment, and a
total of 30 sensors are implemented in the apartment.
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Figure 7.4: Possible state of the elder’s activity
7.3 Local Detection
In this section, the local detection algorithm is developed by first examine the raw data
produce from the bumblebee radar sensor, and then propose several states of the elderly
activity. The data and the states are then formulated into a hidden Markov model. With the
hidden Markov model, each bumblebee radar will act as an individual detector.
7.3.1 Bumblebee Sensor Model
Bumblebee radar is a small scale pulse Doppler radar, which reports the radial speed of the
target based on the phase shifted Doppler frequency.
fd = 2
vr
λ
, (7.1)
where fd is the Doppler frequency shift, vr is the speed of the target, and λ is the
wavelength, which is depended on the operation frequency of the Bumblebee radar.
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The operation frequency of the bumblebee radar is 5.86G, hence the speed of the target
can be determined as vr = fd/39. The Doppler frequency shift fd is measured by the
bumblebee radar, and transmitted to the EZ430 board via two analog inputs. The measured
Doppler frequency shift is reported in terms of demodulated signals I and Q values.
Cross-correlation method is used to parse this demodulated signal locally on the sensor
board.
7.4 Elderly Activity States
The bumblebee sensor is mounted at the height of the waist level, so that it is observing
mainly on the trunk of human body, hence avoid detecting most of the random gestures by
the limbs while the elderly person is stationary. With such a system, the radar sensor itself
can only make inference based on simple speed profile of the body trunk.
By analyzing the speed profile of the elderly people, we propose four general states for the
elderly people staying in the house, they are Standing, Walking, Sitting, and Falling. The
elderly people may stay in one of the states or may transit from one state to another state
with certain probability, as shown in Fig 7.5. The local detection algorithm will focus on
how to determine the elderly activity state transits into the falling state.
Walking Standing Sitting
Falling
Figure 7.5: Possible state of the elder’s activity
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7.4.1 Hidden Markov Model
The hardware itself can only provide speed measurement, it is not capable to directly tell
which state the elderly is in. In order to infer the activity state, a hidden Markov model is
constructed.
A hidden Markov model contains two sets of states, the hidden states and the observable
states. The hidden states in this situation would be the activity states the elders are in,
hence the Standing, Walking, Sitting, and Falling states are all hidden states, these states
are connected according to Fig 7.5. The observable states are the information we collected
from the sensor network, which are location, displacement, instantaneous speed, and speed
change. These states are connected to the hidden state through observation distributions,
as shown in Fig 7.6.
H1: Walking H2: Standing H3: Sitting
H4: Falling
O1: Speed
O2: Speed
Derivative
Hidden States
Observable States
Figure 7.6: Hidden Markov model for elder’s activity
Let the hidden Markov model be characterized by parameter set:
λt = {A,B,δt} (7.2)
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where A is the state transition matrix of the hidden states, and B is the observation matrix,
and δ is the state vector. Since we have four hidden states, matrix A is a 4 by 4 matrix
containing all the probabilities to transit between H1, H2, H3, and H4. As one may note,
the arrow pointing from H4 to H1, H2, and H3 are missing, this is due to the assumption
that once the elder falls down, he will remain in the falling state, as the reflection in the A
matrix, A(4,1), A(4,2), A(4,3) are all set to 0 all time. Since there are three observation
states, matrix B is a 4x2 matrix, containing all the probabilities that links between the O
states and the H states. δ is a 1x4 vector that indicate which state the elderly people is most
likely be in. The t subscript denotes the time frame, at the beginning, the elderly people is
assumed to be in a known state denoted by δ0, and the HMM is denoted at λ0.
7.4.2 Parameter Assumptions
As described by the Hidden Markov model, the state probability δt indicates the most
probable state. In order to determine δt for each time frame, matrix A and B must be
defined. Note that matrix A and B are static once they are defined, they will not change
with time.
Matrix B is the observation matrix modeling the probability linking the observation states
and the hidden states. Each entry in the matrix can be represented by a probability
expression P(H|O). O1 measures the speed of the elderly people, if the speed is fairly
large, the elder is either moving or falling, and is not stationary, so the probability is equally
divided between state H2 walking and state H4 falling. In here, speed is used as a binary
entry, where O1 > τs is used to produce either a 1 or a 0. This is to filter out the small
movement of the body to be considered as a moving action.
P(H1|O1) =
{
0.8 if O1 > τs;
0.2 otherwise. (7.3)
P(H2|O1) =
{
0.8 if O1 < τs;
0.2 otherwise (7.4)
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P(H3|O1) =
{
0.8 if O1 < τs;
0.2 otherwise (7.5)
P(H4|O1) =
{
0.8 if O1 > τs;
0.2 otherwise (7.6)
The observable state O2 is speed derivative. It measures the change in speed of the elderly
people, is the essential factor to differentiate walking state and falling state. A typical factor
would look like
P(H1|O2) =
{
0.8 if O2 < τd;
0.2 otherwise. (7.7)
P(H2|O2) =
{
0.8 if O2 < τd;
0.2 otherwise (7.8)
P(H3|O2) =
{
0.8 if O2 > τs;
0.2 otherwise (7.9)
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P(H4|O2) =
{
0.8 if O2 > τs;
0.2 otherwise (7.10)
τd is the threshold for speed derivative.
Matrix A is the transition probability between states, this matrix can be obtained by
supervised learning process based on the living habits and behavior of the subject.
Intuitively the elderly people is more likely to fall while walking than standing still, hence,
if we assume that the probability for the target to transit from walking to falling is 0.4,
and from standing and stationary to falling is 0.1, and the probability are equally divided
between all other transitions, the Matrix A would look like this,
P(H4|H1) = 0.4
P(H3|H1) = 0
P(H2|H1) = 0.3
P(H1|H1) = 0.3 (7.11)
The probability distribution for other hypothesis can be assigned follow similar patterns.
7.5 Fall Detection Using HMM and Viterbi Algorithm
Once the Hidden Markov model is obtained, the Viterbi algorithm can be applied to
determine the most probable state for each time frame, this is done by computing the new
δt based on δt−1. For each state i, δt(i) indicate the probability of the elder being in state i.
To compute δt for each state, in time frame 1 (t = 1),
δ1(i) = δ0(i)B(i,k1) (7.12)
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where k1 is the corresponding data reading obtained from the two observable states at time
1. For t = 2, ... , T,
δt(i) = max
j
(δt−1( j)A( j, i)B(i,kt)), (7.13)
where j ∈ {H1,H2,H3}.
The current state of the elder can be computed using
it = argmax
i
δt(i) (7.14)
at each time frame.
Since the system halts and report problems once it detects a falling event, it rarely
need backtracking phase of the Viterbi algorithm, but backtracking phase should still
be implemented in order to recover any possible miss detection of falling event. The
backtracking process is to estimate the previous state (i.e. state at t-1) given current state.
jt−1 = argmax
j
δt−1( j)A( j, i) (7.15)
j can be compared with the previously determined j to decide whether a miss detection has
occurred. This process is repeated from jt−1, jt−2 to j1, to verify all past data.
7.6 Experimenting with Local Detection Decision
To verify the local detection decision we obtained, a few speed profiles measured using
bumblebee radar is studied and presented.
The first scenario is a typical falling scenario captured by the bumblebee radar, the author
stand in front of the radar, and performed a falling action. The speed profile can be is shown
in Fig. 7.7.
In this profile, the state vector probability is shown in Fig. 7.8, initially as the falling start,
the dramatically increase of the speed indicated either a falling action or a walking action,
and as time goes on, the algorithm eventually decide that it is more like a falling action
than walking. As you can see, the probability for walking and falling increase and decrease
over time.
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Figure 7.7: Speed profile for a falling scenario
The second scenario is actually a walking to standing transition, the speed profile is shown
in Fig. 7.9.
For this profile, the state vector probability is shown in Fig. 7.10. In this scenario, the
initial state was wrongly set at standing state, and the algorithm itself determined that it is
actually in a walking scenario.
7.7 Fusion Center
Although individual sensors are capable of detecting falling state of the elderly people,
however, there can be scenarios which are difficult for individual sensors to distinguish
between a falling state and walking state. For instance, in our proposed 2D plane, radar
sensor can only detect the motion that is in the radial direction of its facing direction, if the
subject is walking toward the radar initially, and then changed his direction of walking at
some moment, the radar sensor would detect a sudden drop in subject’s movement speed,
and the individual radar would tend to believe it is an falling action. A fusion center,
which combines one or more detection result from nearby radars would make corrections
to individual sensor decisions to produce a collective inference.
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Figure 7.8: State probability for falling and walking
Since the sensors are deployed in the room with prior knowledge about sensor location and
their facing direction, we can easily group the sensors into clusters in the fusion center.
In here, we consider two types of sensor arrangement. In the first type of arrangement,
two bumblebee radars are arranged to facing each other. In the second type of sensor
arrangement, the two radars are arranged with a 90 degree angle.
As described in the previous paragraph, in the fusion center, two extra parameters are
included in addition to the local detection decision, they are sensor location and sensor
facing angle. If the sensors are facing each other, then their decision should be redundant
to each other, hence we need to perform a intersection operation to the two decision data.
If the sensors are not facing each other, their data should be complimenting to each other,
hence an Union operation is needed to incorporate data from both sensors. An illustration
of the fusion center is illustrated in Fig. 7.11.
As for hardware, a gateway computer is used as the fusion center, and the data are stream
into the gateway computer through wireless connections. The sensors will broadcast
periodic signals to the gateway in a TDMA fashion. Each sensor is expected to have only a
small number of messages to transmit to the gateway, however, if the gateway has decided
that a falling event has occurred at a sensor location, it would grant the sensors in that area
exclusive rights to transmit uses a semaphore-like mechanism.
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Figure 7.11: Functionality flow chart of the fusion center
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Conclusion
This thesis focuses on a classic application of wireless sensor networks, multiple-target
tracking. A fast, low cost target tracking framework is developed specifically for wireless
sensor networks. It takes all the physical limitation of the wireless sensor network into
consideration, and it provides high accurate tracking result while consuming less energy.
The thesis starts out from the two-tier target tracking algorithm on a simple chained formed
network, and expends the framework out to the 2-D, full randomly distributed network
topology. It takes advantage of the redundancy in the wireless sensor network, and it
utilizes the graph model concept and the conditional independency in Markov random
field to manipulate the randomly distributed network to fit the two-tier framework. The
manipulation techniques are not constrained by the dimension; hence the algorithms can
be expanded to the 3-D world if necessary.
In addition to the development of the target tracking framework, this thesis also provides
basic techniques for self localization and synchronization, so that the sensor network can
be calibrated autonomously after random deployment. With these techniques, the sensor
network will be ready to perform the target tracking functionality with minimum human
interaction. The thesis also provides an example of a possible real world use case for the
target tracking framework using an ultrasonic/low energy radar hybrid sensor network.
Contribution
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, a new low-complexity two-tier target tracking framework for
distributed sensor networks is developed. The framework is fast and low cost; it can be
applied to different sensor topology under different space constraints. The framework
utilizes the efficiency of the binary sensor readings to isolate the target in tier one, and
then it uses a small cluster around the isolated target obtained in tier one to perform more
accurate local estimation in tier two. Tier one algorithm represent a typical continuous
tracking process, but with low cost and low accuracy binary sensor data. Tier two represents
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a discrete localization process. By combining the two tiers into a single framework, we
obtained the best of two worlds, the continuity and low cost of the binary tracking, and
the accuracy of the localization. There are only one other work that utilized a similar two
tier technique to perform target tracking, however the tier two algorithm they used is far
less accurate. Our original work was published in IROS 2007, as the other work [58], is
published in 2011.
Chapter 4 serves as a transition in this thesis. The main contribution of Chapter 4 is to
expand the two-tier framework developed in Chapter 3 to a 2-D, randomly distributed
sensor network. In this chapter, the concept of using graphical models and cliques to
represent randomly distributed sensor network is conceived. This chapter links the two-tier
framework in Chapter 3 into the next chapter, where the technique for manipulation of the
network topology is developed.
Chapter 5 models the sensor network as a Markov random field (MRF), and then it converts
the randomly distributed sensor field into a clique network with a grid-like topology. After
the grid-like topology is setup, the two-tier framework is applied to track the targets.
Since a nice grid-like framework is setup, for tier one algorithm, we introduce a simple
search algorithm similar to the image processing search technique, which is very low
cost, and the computation can be performed in a parallel fashion among the sensors.
Since each node in the grid-like topology is a clique containing multiple sensors, they
serve as a natural local cluster for localization, hence falling under tier two parts for the
two-tier framework. The importance of the grid-like topology construction is much more
than simply applying two-tier framework to it. It effectively isolated the network into
conditionally independent clusters, hence opening a whole new range of possibilities for
dynamic topology manipulation.
Despite the name “grid-like”, the contribution of this chapter is not only the “grid-like”
part. The second contribution of Chapter 5 is that we partition the network into conditional
independent cliques, and soften the space/distance correlation between the individual clique
and the rest of the network; hence we can move the clique position in the network topology
map without affect the physical location of the individual sensor. This opens the door for a
wide range of opportunities in dynamic network topology manipulation.
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 provide an example of possible implementation and application
of the two-tier framework and grid-like network structure. Chapter 6 lays down the gravel
for tracking; it shows how to localize the sensors in randomly distributed sensor network
with little prior information. Chapter 7 shows how to use the localized sensor network to
perform falling detection in a typical apartment setting.
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Results
The two-tier framework was evaluated in Chapter 3 on a chained-form network, where
100 sensors are arranged in a corridor setting, spaced at 1 meter away from each other.
When target passes by, it is isolated into a 5-sensor cluster by tier-one algorithm, and
then maximum likelihood is performed on the cluster to find the exact location of the
target. After testing the framework on the chained-form network, we then re-arranged
the sensors into a hexagon-shaped network, and grid-shaped network to demonstrate the
two-tier framework can be adapted to various network topologies.
In these tests, we assumed Gaussian noise model with σ = 0.1, and the MMSE is computed
for the each of the network topology. The estimation error varies from 0.06m to less than
0.1m, with the grid-shaped network being the least accurate to the chained-formed network
to be most accurate. In comparison to [58], where the "triplet circle intersection" (TCI)
algorithm is developed, the TCI algorithm assumes only binary sensor and perfect sensing
range with no noise considered, we still achieve a much better location accuracy.
Chapter 4 expands the two-tier framework into randomly distributed network topology.
In this chapter we again start off from a chained-form network topology, but instead of
having the sensors line up in a straight line, we vary the sensor location slightly to make a
more irregularly distributed network, and then performed the two-tier framework on it. The
results show that the MMSE in this case is on par with the regularly distributed network.
The second part of the Chapter 4 results demonstrate how to identify a chained-form
network topology over a randomly distributed network topology, and the tracking error
was computed as MMSE over time, and with noise level of σ = 0.1, the error was within
0.1 meter, and with noise level of σ = 0.5, the error was around 0.3m with a couple spikes
of 0.5m.
The focus of Chapter 5 is the grid-like network topology, in addition to typical tracking
result; we analyzed and compared the communication cost (in terms of messages
transmitted) against the classic flooding algorithm. Comparing to the flooding algorithm,
we have a relatively high overhead at start up, in order to construct the grid-like structure.
After the grid-like structure was constructed, searching through the grid-like structure
would have a flat O(n) complexity. The flooding algorithm would have a O(n2) complexity
throughout all time. In our 100-node network, factoring in the initial high cost we need to
setup the grid-like structure, with in 3 time sequences, the message sent by flooding will
exceeds the grid-like structure.
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Future Work
As the example provided in Chapter 7, the two-tier framework, and the grid-like network
framework can be used to provide location service in various place settings. However
the grid-like network framework has much more potential than just for tracking and
localization application. Especially for the grid-like network framework introduced in
Chapter 5, there are unlimited potential in dynamic topology manipulation.
There are two areas I see as potential follow-up for this thesis. The first area is network
topology expansion, since each clique are conditionally independent to each other, the
network should be easily split into multiple sub-networks, or multiple small networks
can be combined into a single joint network. This area should have a lot of real world
applications such as real time traffic control, where vehicles will join or leave the network
at random at all time (potential customers can be fleet management companies, group
riding events for bike riders etc). These applications will greatly benefit from the dynamic
topology management and the pure peer to peer communication.
The second area for future development is self adaptive network. Since in the partitioned
network, the cliques are conditionally independent, they are only linked by their
communication link instead of correlated by the physical location of the clique. Hence
it is possible to let the cliques to make minor adjustments to their physical locations to get
a better line of sight, as long as it is still maintained inside the communication range, the
topology of the network should not need to change, thus the self-adapted network.
Overall, the two-tier framework and the grid-like network framework introduced in this
thesis have great potentials for countless applications, and future researches.
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